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Headmaster's Message
I hope that you have enjoyed your

year at Stanstead College. For the

graduates of 201 1 -1 2, I wish you all

the very best as you move on to

university and the world beyond.

Even though you may not realize it

right at the moment, you’re a very

lucky group. You’ve had a great

education at a wonderful school

filled with people who truly cared

about you. You’re also lucky to be
moving on to a fantastic phase of

your life. As Winston Churchill once
said, “The years 18 to 25, that’s the

greatest time of life.” He was
absolutely correct, so take full

advantage of the moment. It won’t

last forever.

More than anything else, I hope that

you made good friends and learned

how to be a good friend during your

time at Stanstead College. I hope
this for you because friendship is a
critical component of your life and
your future. It's often a tough world

out there and it’s frequently filled

with disappointments and hard

lessons. We need friends to get us

through the tough times.

The art of friendship - the ability to

make and keep friends - will

determine your happiness not just

now in school, be it high school or

university, but your happiness in the

future at work, at leisure and in your

relationships.

What does it mean to be a friend? I

think St. Paul got it right when he

wrote that friendship meant
“rejoicing with those who rejoice,

and weeping with those who weep.”

In other words, a real friend is there

for you in good times and in bad, for

richer or for poorer, in sickness and

in health, for better or for worse.

That sort of loyalty, that genuine

and abiding concern for a person

through thick and thin, is what

comes to mind when I think of

students who became friends at

Stanstead College.

Being loyal to a friend doesn’t mean
that you always have to agree with

that person. In fact, it’s the opposite.

Real loyalty - the loyalty that I’ve

witnessed amongst Stanstead

Spartans through the years - means
appreciating the difference in others

and feeling comfortable in

expressing disagreements openly.

True friendship means being open
and allowing your friends to be

different. You allow your friends to

grow and change. You rejoice in

your friends’ successes, you share

in your friends’ sorrows. And
friendship is not defined by whether

you disagree with someone.
Friendship is defined by how you
handle the disagreements that are

sure to arise.

At some point in your lifetime, when
the chips are down, when things are

for worse rather than for better,

when things are for poorer rather

than for richer, you’ll find out who
your friends really are. Fair-weather

friends aren’t friends at all. As
J.R.R. Tolkien, the author of The
Lord of the Rings trilogy once said

“Faithless is he that says farewell

when the road darkens.” Real

friends are there for you when
there’s a price for that loyalty.

Ms. Campbell lends a hand...

With son and Savorys...

Fashion show host...

With Edward Greenspon..

I know that the bonds you have
forged with your peers here at

Stanstead College will endure over

time. Look after each other and
always be there for one another no
matter what the circumstances. I

wish you all an exciting and
rewarding future and look forward to

seeing you again soon in the years

ahead.

Michael Wolfe

Headmaster



Editor's Message

This past year has gone by so fast.

It is amazing when you look back

and you realize how much everyone

and everything has changed since

the beginning of the 2010-1 1 school

year. Think back to what you

thought Stanstead College would be

like after the first week -
1 bet no one

thought that by the end of the year

so many memories and good
friends were going to be made. I

don’t think we will ever forget the

penguin suit..

Congratulations to the grads of

201 0-1 1 ,
you guys did it and now

you’re off searching adventure in

the world in a new way. You have
accomplished so much this year,

learnt many new things, and grown

as young individuals. Remember all

of the people that changed your life

this year and thank them. Take the

past opportunities from school and

use them as a background for your

future. Keep up all the hard work in

the years to come and show the

world what you have to offer. Be
true, be pure, be strong, be brave,

be a friend, be giving, be humble,

laugh, love, and lift. You are a

Stanstead College graduate. For

those of you returning next year,

experience all that Stanstead has to

offer; try a new club (like Spectrum),

sign up to do tours, play a new
sport, and excel in every way you

can.

Stanstead College is like a family in

every way. In the classrooms, on

the sports fields, or just hanging out

in the student centre, we laughed,

we cried, we hugged, and always

we were there for each other. To
everyone at Stanstead College I say

Thank You. Thank you for allowing

me to be a part of your family.

Alyssa Palmer-Dixon

This year I wanted to try something

new, so I decided to join Spectrum,

not knowing that I would become
the editor. When Mr. Murray asked

me to be the yearbook editor I didn’t

know what to think. Should I be

worried or thankful that he chose
me? At times throughout this year, I

felt both worried and thankful.

Worried when pages were so close

to being finished but we were just

missing key things - like the

coaches
1

write-ups. Thankful when
we finished a group of pages or

even just one page. We had a great

team this year! You guys were a

wonderful group of people, such a

great help and most importantly, a

pleasure to be around. I will truly

miss working with all of you. Thank
you for helping to make this

yearbook possible.



(Front l-r) Mr. Van Dyke, Mr. Grenier, Mr. Simard,

,

Mrs. Carruthers, Mr. Wolfe, Mr. Wells, Mr. Blair,

Mr. Williams, Ms. Campbell, (middle) Mrs. Andres,

Mr. Rioux, Mr. Perretta, Mr. Corcoran, Mrs. Corcoran,

Ms. Wilkinson, Ms. Reynolds, Ms. Hutchinson,

Ms. Gallant, Ms. Getty, Mrs. Smith, Mme Langlois,

Mr. Philips, Mr. Chandler, Ms. Hessian, Mrs. May,

Ms. Rerry, (rear) M. Foster, M. Provost, Dr. Standage,

Mr. Planetta

PREFECTS

(Front l-r) Anchi Numfor, Colleen Hamilton,

Jessica Emond, Alyssa Palmer-Dixon, Maxie

Plante, Chelsy Martin, Blanche DuSault, (rear)

Sarah Lefort, Elric Boisvert, Robyn Diamond, Alex

Lee, Frank Lee, Felix Wang, Pietro Antonelli,

Headmaster Michael Wolfe, Assistant

Headmaster Christian Wells, Bobby Baillargeon,

Fabrlce Joseph, Thomas Wenzel, Felix Larrivee,

Max Ruel, Max Daniel, Kelly Foran
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SUPPORT STAFF
MAINTENANCE

Claude Bourgouin,

Mike Huckins,

Mike Seguin,

Garry Roy, Marc

Bergeron

BUSINESS OFnCE

Clement Jacques,

Stacey Johnston,

Alicia Jones,

Marie-Josee

Gaboriault

ADVANCEMENT
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Karen Cushing
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Ross Murray

Helene Hamel

LeeAnne Smith
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HEADMASTERS

OFFICE

Marie-Eve Simard,
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SECURITY
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From the top...

Andrew Biair

Amy Gallant

Jean-Jacques Prevost

Erik Van Dyke

From the top...

Kevin Philip

Meghan Corcoran

Christian Williams

Andre Simard

From the top...

Eric Grenier

Lisa Smith

Barb Wilkinson

Marilee Andres

From the top...

Carmen Campbell

Megan Hutchinson

Liz Getty (by Charlie Ng)

Christian Wells



From the top...

Jason Corcoran

Geoffrey Telling, Michael

Wolfe, Andrew Elliot

James Rioux

Jeff Standage

Teacher

s

where would, we be without them?

From the top...

Eric Grenier, Stephanie May

Audrey Langlois

Simon Foster

Chris Planetta

JUNIOR FACULTY...

Claire Fenwicke

Xavier Saunders

Tom Perretta

Caitlin Berry

From the top...

Graham Chandler

Keri Reynolds, Amy Wolfe,

Eryn Hessian

Andree Genereux



Departing faculty & Staff

Simon Foster
M. Foster first came to Stanstead

as a participant and then a

counsellor at the Language Camp.
As a teacher, he has spent the

past nine years in the Languages

Department, including head of the

department for the past two years.

In addition, he has been house

director of Bugbee twice. He has

accepted a position at Cegep de

Terrebonne.

Andy Elliot
Mr. Elliot retired in December after 27

years of teaching and coaching, including

a stellar record as the Spartan football

coach. He was also

for many years the

school's director of

admissions. He
also ran the

Investment Club

and was a mean
tennis player!

Mr. Elliot (r) celebrates

another win with Mr. Simard

Brian Denney
A former student, Mr. Denney has enjoyed an

astounding 44-year career at Stanstead College,

serving as teacher, coach, director of university

guidance, house director, mentor and friend to

countless students

and teachers. While

he had retired from

active teaching, Mr.

Denney has served

for the past several

years as the alumni

relations coordinator

in the Advancement
Office.

Mr. Denney (L) with Bacc speaker and
former student and colleague Michael

Peirce

Geoff Telling
Mr. Telling began

teaching at Stanstead

College in 1987 to teach

English and was an

active member of the

school community up

until his retirement in December. In

addition, to teaching, Mr. Telling

directed the school play for many
years, coached, was active in

Community Service, headed the

Humanities Department and served

as Director of Academics.

Alta Sheldon 8c

Clement Jacques
"Miss Alta" has worked at

Stanstead College for 35
years, for the past several

years as head of

housekeeping. While she's

retiring from housekeeping,

she will continue to manage
the gym.

M. Jacques ends a 30-year career working in the school's

Business Office, where for the past five years he has served

as business manager.

Liz Getty
For the past 22
year, Ms. Getty

has served as

school librarian.

In addition, she

has worked in the

former

Development

Office, taught

Life Skills and

supervised the

Web Club, which

built the school's original website,

is also notoriously camera shy...

She





maria-cristina

alvarado torija

The year went by so fast that I seriously

can’t believe it’s almost over. First of

all, I want to thank all the teachers who

helped to improve me as a student

and become a better person. But

overall I want to thank my mom who

made this year possible for me and of

course my advisor Mr. Van Dyke for

being such a great person and advisor

to me and for

always believing in

me. These last two

years went by so

fast that it is hard

to believe that I’m

done with this

school and that all

this is just going to

be a memory in just a few weeks. The

experiences that I had here are going

to be close to my heart forever. I will

neverforget all the people that I met

here because they made a difference

in my life and changed me in one way

or another. Mexicanas las quiero

muchisimo gracias por hacer este ano

tan padre, las voy a extranar

muchisimo de verdad son lo maximo.

rpie*jo J
antonelli 1

years of my life would have been this

intense. There have been so many

amazing experiences and life lessons

that I know I’ll hold these memories

close as I move on. All the hockey

experiences with the team and coach

Rioux, that I can’t emphasize how

thankful I am for

having such great

support and such

an amazing

friendship with you

all. All of you who

worked close with

me know who you

are and I thank you

for putting up with me and for making

my time here this amazing. I’m going to

miss everyone and I hope to keep in

touch! To my best friend Sarah thanks

foralways beingthereforme. I'll miss

you a lot. Oh, and before I forget, good

luck Chibih with Princeton... oh wait,

you’re not going to Princeton, how do

you like me now?!

pierre-alexandre

Baucoin BMPS
I would like to thank my parents for

everything and also everyone who

made this year possible. I will miss you

all!

It's sad to accept that my three years

at Stanstead have come to an end,

when so much has happened in those

three years. I’d like to thank my

wonderful mother for making this all

happen. All the

wonderful teachers

and coaches who

helped make me
who I am today. All

the friends that I

have made during

my time here,

you've all made my

time amazing and I hope to keep in

touch. I wish the best for everyone

graduating and hope to keep in touch

Forthose returning next year, I urge

you to take advantage of your last

years in high school, since they were

the best for me so far. So many

memories made and lessons learned

have engraved this place as a sort of

home away from home. I will you all

and I hope to keep in touch.



This year went so fast, it was too bad I

was only there one year. I'm really

going to miss all the friends I made

here, and I can't wait to see everyone

at Homecoming next year!

When I first came to Stanstead, I was

really nervous about how the year

would turn out. But I knew I had a new

challenge ahead of me, and with the

support of family and friends I knew I

could achieve it. Stanstead College

has made me a better person in every

way. The things I

will miss the most

is the road trips

with the boys

during the hockey

season, just

sitting in the bus

watching movies,

or listening to

Leslie’s amazing stand-up comedy or

even Carl calling his animals. It was

just a blast. I will also miss the people

1 met throughout the year and I know

the memories will last forever. Living in

the basement in Davis was unreal, I

will Miss Dyl’s crazy temper moments.

Grandpa Seb’s “British" talks how he

argues about everything, gonna miss

the roommate Phil, who btw still can’t

catch. I will miss Boulos’ random

moments and his funny humour. I had

some good memories at Stanstead

College that I won’t forget. I might

actually pull a “Max Ruel” but will see

what happens.

swann
i

boisvert

There is only one

success - to be

able to live your life

your own way.

- Christopher

Morley

°nilla vazquez

Quiero agradecer a mis papas que

gracias ellos soy lo que soy portodo el

amor y apoyo y reganhos, consejos y

todo el carinho k me dan, mejores

papas no podria pedir.Jos amo y

tmbn a mi hermano que se escribira su

propia historia y estara super

A mis mejores amigos: Gustavo,

Daniel y hector que en los momentos

mas dificiles siempre me apoyaron y

me hicieron reir

A mis crias: que estoy muy orgulloso

de ustedes y los voy a extranhar

siempre y solo les quiero decir que

estoy orgulloso de

usteds y k los amo

Y a mi angelita/

ahijada/pulgita:

que eres la mejor

amiga del universo

yquemehas
ensenhado

muchisimascosas

(entiendes eww ;)) y que no se que va

a ser mi vida sin tus risas, comments y

todo lo que tenemos y solo quiero

decir que te mega amo

I also want to thank my moms at SC:

Stacey, Donna and Mrs. Ross, who

always helped me and supported me

through the whole year. I will never

forget my visits to your offices and I

want to say that I love you and I will

never forget you. And also to my dads:

Mr. Chandler who taught me so many

things and shared his love for soccer

and why not for the same team, and

Mr. G, my rugby coach. To all my

friends: Hamad, Philippe, Seb,

Darcy,Yuri, Nay,Maya, Simon, Pierre,

Tom, Lyanne, Mady (the girl I love the

most and who I will miss forever),

Charlie and Chris Hodge.



“Men's best

successes come

after their

disappointments."

- Henry Ward

Beecher

champagne
I really enjoyed my year at stanstead.

The main reason is because of all of

you. I met great people from

everywhere and I made unforgettable

friendships with those people. I want

to thank all the people that helped me

this year, all

myfellow

students and

teachers, who

helped me in

sports as well as

in school.

It was a really

succesful yearfor

sports. I want to congradulate my
fellow teammates in soccer, hockey

and rugby for winning the playoffs as

well as thank the coaches for all the

help they brought me and all the

advices they gave to me. especially in

hockey. It was the best season I ever

had and all the moments I had with

this group of girls are absolutely

unforgettable.

I really appreciated my year at

Stanstead College and I wanted to

thank all the people that made it

possible!

THANK YOU!

Sebastian

;b.arpentier

" First say to

yourself what

you would be;

and then do

what you have to

do."

Wow! I can’t believe that the year here

is done already. It seems like

yesterday when I hopped on a plane to

come to Stanstead. I was hesitant at

first about whether I was going to enjoy

it here, but I’m really glad that I ended

up making the decision to come here. I

want to thank my parents for all the

support they have given me throughout

the years and for

allowing me to

come here. You are

the best parents I

could ask for and I

love you guys. To

all my teachers

and my advisor,

thanks for all the

support you have given me and every

other student here; you all really make

it easy for a kid to do his best and grow

and develop as a person. Ms. Hessian,

thank you for all

the help through

my college app

process, I really

appreciate it. The

PPP AL, JF, DG

thanks for always

beingthereandfor

always being able

to brighten my day. I won’t forget all

the good times we’ve had this year and

I’m sure we will meet up in the future.

To the hockey team, thanks for a great

year. It was a lot of fun no matter what

happened. To everyone else, thanks

for making this year a memorable one.

Finally, Alyssa, I love you. Thanks for

always for being there for me through

good and bad. I'll never forget all the

good times together. You’re everything

and I will always love you. Thanks

everyone for a great year!



robyn

I’d like to start by thanking my parents.

If not forthem letting me take huge

chunks out of their wallets every year, I

wouldn’t have been able to come here.

I’d like to thank my advisor Ms.

Campbell for the great counsel she’s

given me overthe years, and don’t

worry, miss, I’m still wearing my

loincloth. I would like to thank all my

friends overthe past five years and if I

don’t mention you, know that I will

always remember yourfriendship.

Thomas Wenzel: my favourite Austrian

who taught me how to be a good

prefect. Etienne: who taught me it’s

possible to have a heart biggerthan

your body, love

you man. Corny

Torkhul: who

taught me howto

understand

ridiculous English

accents. Jake

Fagen: who taught

me howto be truly

logical and have no emotion. Bobby

Baillergeon: who taught me it’s ok to

be five in Grade 12 once in a while.

Philippe Martinie: who taught me the

true meaning of tolerance. And Felix

Larrivee: who taught me how to deal

with the worst roommates in the world.

I’ve saved this last bit for the most

important person and I’m sure this

won’t come as a surprise to anyone

who knows me. Alex Place: my best

friend, my girlfriend and the love of my

life. She’s taught me more this year

than I could fit on this page and she’s

changed me in ways she’ll never know.

Alex Tatum Place, you’re the shining

starthat lights my path, the pushing

hand directing me to what needs to be

done, the strong shoulder I need to

lean on when things get tough, the

smiling face that makes the day seem

brighter and sometimes even the

complicated riddle that I’m unable to

solve. Alex, I love you so very much

and I'll miss every moment we won’t be

able to spend together while I’m in

college. You changed my life, babe,

and no matter how far you are in the

next four yea rs I’ll always look to the

moments well spend together in the

near future.

So in last year’s write-up I lied; I didn’t

end up leaving at all. I came back. But

no regrets. The usual thanks to mom
and dad for making me do this. All I

want to say is a shout-out to The

Family... Anchi Bih (no more daily

intake of vitamins or signing Marry You

to each other) & Colleen (I’ll miss all

the deadwhales

and my favourite

Koala), my sisters

haha. This year

would never had

been the same

without you guys as

roommates. Sean

Frizzle Fry, my
skinny boy, Thomas MEXICO (Sharp),

the lost one, Thomas Wenzy, the

Austrian, Luky Luke (what can I say),

big red Max Daniel (say hero rarral). A

special word to Fabi Khalym Joe;

peanut-head, I don’t know what this

year would have been like without your

crazy self around. I love you. This time

it’s real I’m out. GOODBYE . <3.

This is my second time writing a

graduating yearbook message, and I

think it is the first time ever that I don’t

know what to say. I had a year filled

with ups and downs. I have learned

and grown as a person so much these

past couple of months, and I know that

that is because of

my experiences

here. I’m thankful

for the bad just as

much as the good,

because with every

negative

experience I

learned something

new about life or about myself.

There are a handful of people close to

me who made everything worth it.

Pierre, Tristan and Matthias: I love you

three more than anything and I can't

imagine how tough it’s going to be to

live without you guys. I will definitely

miss the hugs and high fives in the

hallways. My friends: you know who

are. Thanks for being awesome

people, making me laugh, and leaving

me with memories.

Stanstead gave me the chance atone

more year of high school, the

opportunity to be a prefect, and the

resources to find the right college for

me. Forthatand many otherthings, I

have the school to thank. There really

isn't another place quite like

Stanstead College. I will miss the

laughs, the intense conversations, and

the close bonds with teachers that you

can’t really find anywhere else. Shout

out to Mr. Wells: I had my doubts at

the beginning of the year, but

somehow, you got me through AP

Calculus. Thanks for showing me what

I am capable of if I really try.

As much as I hate to admit it, my

parents were right in sending me here.

I needed this year at Stanstead

College and I’m truly thankful for the

experiences.

One down, and three Emonds to go!

jake

H fagen

"There is an

objective reality out

there, but we view it

through the

spectacles of our

beliefs, attitudes,

and values." --

David G. Myers



jonas

fredriksson

First of all, I'd like to thank my parents

for giving me the opportunity to attend

Stanstead College. You are the best

parents ANYONE could ask for! Jag

alskar er sa extremt mycket! Jag vet att

detharvarittuffthemma och jag

kommer att gora alltjag kan for att

aterbetala er. I LOVE YOU! I would also

like to thank all the teachers who have

helped me out during the course of the

year, especially my advisor Ms.

Hessian and my coaches Mr. Rioux,

Mr. Perretta (?), and Mr. Corcoran. Mr.

Rioux, you have done a lot for me and

helped me in many different ways and

I truly appreciate it. To the hockey

guys: I love you, and I will always

rememberthisteam! We had ourups

and downs but overall a good season

with fourtournament wins. To the guys

who are returning for next year: I know

you will have a great yea rand I wish

you the best of

luck, and I’m

extremely jealous

thatyougettoplay

in a brand new

arena! I have made

a lot of friends this

year, some closer

than others. And to

be honest, I never thought that I would

get this close to some of the guys here.

Hayden, Andrew and Dylan especially,

we had some crazy times and you guys

always put a smile on my face. Most

memorable is probably Easter break in

Ottawa, and at Bobby’s house. Ha ha,

good times, right Hayden? Ail and all,

it’s been a great one and only year at

Stanstead College. To all the grade

12s; good luck in yourfuture

endeavours, and to the returning

students; make your time here

memorable!

gareau

This year has gone by so fast and I

can’t believe it has already come to an

end. It wouldn’t be possible without

the help of my mom and dad. Thank

you both of you. Next I’d like to thank

all the teachers who have helped me
out this year, especially Mr. Rioux with

his help inside

and outside the

classroom and his

hard work and

dedication he put

into the hockey

team this year. I

have some great

memories here

with everyone, football season but

most importantly the hockey season

was one of the best in my life. It was a

pleasure playing with all of you boys

this year. Never forget you guys. I love

all you boys. There have been so many

other memories that I can look back on

this year.. .the PPP... EDCand

Hayden's new friend JD. This has been

a great year in my life, I meet some

great guys: ALHCandJF. I’m going to

miss the endless amounts of laughs

and smiles we’ve had, neverforget

them. I’ll always be close with you guys

and look forward to seeing you boys in

the future. This year has left me with

nothing but good memories. Last I’d

like to say something about my girl

Jess. She truly isamazingto me and

she has made me so happy. We have

shared so many memories in our short

time at Stanstead. You are very

special. I will never forget you, babe. I

love you.

Hamilton

colleen
Wow what a year this has been. It went

by too fast and I can’t believe my time

at Stanstead is over. This year has

been the best and I want to thank my
family for that: Anchi, Blanche,

Thomas S&W, Sean Fry, Max and Luke.

Anchi, you’re my best friend/sister and

I love you like one, “we are so the

same.” Blanche (panda) &
bathroomie, I’ll dead whale you next

time I see you. Thomas W, my son &

best guyfriend, you

are always there

when I need you

<3 .Thomas S,

little cholo, I hope

youandyourtwin

have fun next year.

Sean Fry, I don’t

even have words

to describe you,

lol. I’m always laughing when I’m with

you, you’re so awkward! Max, I’ll miss

having a fellow ginger around to do

weird gingerthings with. And Luke, so

ticklish, so cute haha, we weren’t

together long but I’m glad we tried <3 .

I don’t know what I’ll do without all of

you next year & will miss you so much.

All our million inside jokes, how we’re

so close it doesn’t even count as

friends (and we become each other)

and inseparable. But we’re family &
families are forever so no matter how

long it is ’til we can call a family

meeting, we’ll all still betighterthan

friends. I LOVE YOU ALL.

tiffany
huang

The three years at SC have passed so

fast that I didn't have time to think

about how different my life has

changed until this moment. First of all,

I would like to thank my parents for

giving me the opportunity to come here

and giving me support when I needed

it the most. Also, I would like to thank

my second parents for teaching me not

only the

knowledge in the

books but also

sharing their

experiences with

me. SC has

become my
second home and

it is hard to leave

this warm shelter for university and say

goodbye to all my friends.

:) Best luck to all the grads!!!



Joseph

I would like to start by thanking my

family, especially my mother and

father for being there for me and going

through my struggles over the four

years. I love you both. I'll miss the

friendships I made here. A few shout

outs: AN, BD, AL, MD, SF, MR, Mmy
four partners in crime AL, DGG, HC,

and JC, you guys are too funny. I ' II

miss all of you guys. BD it’s been some

year. Ups and

downs, we still

managed to stay

together. You're

my one and only.

Anchi, I'll miss

your crazy self next

year. Stay strong

without me, you

know I love you. Best of luck to you all

next year.

This experience

,Af ]
has come to an

end. Aftertwo

PPP*— wonderful years at

1 Stanstead I have

I to thank every

I person who made

V ^ thisadvanture

unforgettable,

particulary my mom who did

everything all my

life and supporte

meduringthese

two years. I will

never forget all the

moments here.

Merci.

Wow, another year has gone already!

These past two years have been

amazing for me. I would like to start by

thanking my parents for giving me the

opportunity to go to Stanstead

College. Je vous aime, papa et

maman! I also want to say a special

H
thanks to my
beautiful Olivia for

the unforgettable

and amazing year

that we had

together, filled with

laughter. Thanks

for all of the smiles

you put on my face

day after day. I love you so much, my

love. You’ve always have been there for

me and I will always be there for you

too. You’re the one baby. We still have

to play our Ping-Pong game, little

nose. Je t'aime xxx. What a great

atmosphere here at Stanstead.

Everybody knows each other, and we

make new friends so quickly: Hayden

‘Chllllisholm’,

Dylan, Andrew,

Jonas, and many

others. This school

has the most

awesome teachers

counting: Ms. May,

Mr. Van Dyke, Ms.

Gallant, Dr. Standage and many

others. These types of teachers make it

fun to learn and always push us to

succeed. Now, what can I say about

soccer season...? It was for sure the

best season ever! It was so much fun

atCAIS in Toronto, I had a great

experience. I want to thank Mr.

Chandlerforthis unforgettable season.

I also want to thank Mr. Riouxforall

the time that he dedicated to the

hockey team in orderto succeed this

year. Now, I will graduate from

Stanstead College with a solid

academic background and a huge

sense of accomplishment on the

personal and social level with all the

great life experiences that this school

has given me. I will always remember

Stanstead College as some of the best

years of my life.

Don’t cry because it’s over, be happy

because it happened. Not just

because all the things that I went

through, it’s because of the happiness,

enjoyment, and memories that I've

learned and gained from this four-

year-long trip at Stanstead College.

Thanks to my parents, you really made

everything possible for me, although it

wasn't easy. I still remember the first

day we got here, we were crying and

scared to say goodbye to each other.

Then you said, “Son, try to love this

new place." Afterfouryears now I can

tell you, I did it and I love it so much.

Thank you Mom and Dad, I love you

all. Moving on is simple, it’s what we

leave behind that’s hard. It’s been a

long way to finally get to the end. To all

the teachers and

staffs, I really

appreciate every

single thing that

you did for me; I

really enjoyed

every moment in

class and the

determination that

we fought with in every athletic games.

Also, my friends, thank you all for

making my life in Stanstead splendid

and shiny; I can't imagine how my life

would be without every single one of

you, and good luck next year. It’s

amazing to think back how I was

before and how I have become, things

are gone like open water - lots and

quick, and we are built like a

constructioin building. Now it’s time to

flip to another page, and we’ll always

remember. “We laughed until we had

to cry, we loved right down to our last

goodbye; but over the years we 'll smile

and recall, for just one moment.. .We

had it all! I” Thank you Stanstead!



Four years have flown by much faster

than I thought. It’s already time to

leave the place that has been my

home away from home for the past

four years. The four years I have spent

at Stanstead College have been the

best time in my life. Thank you, Mom
and Dad, for giving me the chance to

study at Stanstead College and all

your support. You are the best parents

that a kid could ask for! lalsowantto

say thank you to my advisor, Mr.

VanDyke, who has always been there

forme. If it weren't for you, my time at

Stanstead would not be so successful

and joyful. I’m ready to move on, but I

will always rememberthe friends and

the great memories I have had at

Stanstead. Thank you to everyone for

the past four years. I’ve learned so

much from every single one of you. My

four years have been fantastic and I’ll

miss you all. My time at Stanstead has

definitely been a

life-changing

experience. Thank

you to all my
friends, Felix,

Jethro, Duan,

Tiffany, Vivien,

Peter, Dian,

Mingyi, TC, Jason,

Martin, Bobby, Hayden, Jonas, Dylan

and Andrew, if it weren’t for you guys, I

would’ve never laughed so happily and

had such a great time at Stanstead.

Bobby, Hayden and Jonas, you guys

are the best roommates ever, thank

you all for everything, I have had a

great year with you guys. Each of you

has different qualities that show me

what friendship truly is. I won’t forget

any of you! GOOD LUCK wherever you

may end up in your life to all of you,

there’s only a short gap until we’ll meet

again =)

andrew
f JesJie

Yeee I did it again. PPP, EDC, SL,

Spartan Puck. What a year. Thanks to

everyone who

made it possible, I

will never forget

you all, from the

faculty, to the

maintenance

workers, to my

coaches,

teammates, and

friends. You guys all made this a year

to remember. Thank you again

"What we call

reality is an

agreement that

people have

arrived at to make

life more livable."

-- Louise Nevelson

philippe-edouard

|
martime garcia

|

" Life is like a game of cards. The hand

that is dealt you represents

determinism; the

way you play it is

free will." —

Jawaharal Nehru



Year 2010-2011 went by really fast.

Stanstead College is now over for me

and for most of us in Grade 12. 1 don’t

think I will ever live another experience

like I did here. Friends, teachers,

sports teams, everything is just

amazing, and even though we’re taking

different paths next year, memories

will stay no matterwhich direction

we’re heading. I’ve had an amazing

time with all the hockey team and I

want all of you to

know that it was an

honourto be part

of the Red and

White, and

especially to be

your captain.

NAPHA

champions, with a

short bench and a long and incredibly

hard weekend, who would have

thought? We were playing like

Spartans do, we showed our character

and we got that game in a shootout!

Never forget the feeling of that

victory... I know I never will. Be proud

and don’t let anything pull this team

apart. Keep on working, it’s the key.

Good experiences, good times, good

friends and lots of studying are what

I’ve had here at

Stanstead College.

There were obviously

ups and downs, but

the most important

thing is that I'm happy

I made it and I’m very

glad I got to know all of you guys.

Thanks forthose moments that will

never be forgotten. To the teachers,

Colby House directors and all the staff

who made it possible for me to

succeed, I really want to take time to

say a bigTHANK YOU and I hope you

all have a good and restful summer;

it’s well deserved for all of you! Colby

girls, I loved being part of your dorm

and I hope you all enjoyed the year.

Thanks for all the happiness and the

joy you brought to me; I will miss you

<3. Never forget that I’m your big sister

and I’ll be there whenever you need

me! I want to wish everyone a good

summer, best of luck for the future and

I hope I will keep in touch and see

some of you again! All the best.

Je voudrais remercier mes parents qui

m’ont permis de revenir pour une

derniere annee. Ce fut une tres bonne

annee scolaire etje suis maintenant

preta passer a I’etape suivante.

Merci !

"One way to get

the most out of life

is to look upon it

as an adventure."

- William Feather

First of all I would like to thank my

parents for working hard to give me the

opportunity to study at Stanstead

College. I'd also like to thank all the

teachers and friends who have helped

me through my high school career.

Wow!!! Five years at Stanstead have

gone in a flash. It's hard to believe I am

graduating. Thinking back of five years

ago, I couldn’t even speak a word of

English, couldn’t even do my laundry

and couldn't even talk to other people.

Five years later at Stanstead I have

learned a lot! ! ! With all the knowledge

and all the personality (friendship,

partnership, leadership and

responsibility) I have developed in

these five years at Stanstead. This

place has made a lot of memories for

me. Five years ago the memories are

just like a piece of blank paper. Five

years later the paper is full of images. I

would like to thank all my friends who

made all these

experiences

happen. The Davis

House basement:

we always had a

lot of fun. All the

Taiwanese: the fun

memories we have

and the meals we

had every weekend. Last, I would like

to give special thanks to Frank and

Alex. It has been four years together.

Think back four years ago; we all had

the same dream and four years later

we all achieved ours dream together.

Finally, I would like to thank everyone

for all the experiences and memories,

and I wish everyone all the best. We
come from all around the world,

different regions, different countries,

different families but here!!!

Stanstead is like our home. We’re like

a family, because all the friendship

and all the memories we have will last

forever. Good luck, everyone. I will

miss every single one of you and every

single memory we had together.



annik williams

"The aim of every

artist is to arrest

motion, which is life,

by artificial means

and hold it fixed so

that a hundred

years later, when a

stranger looks at it,

it moves again since it is life." -

William Faulkner

This year passed by so fast I can’t

believe there are 17 days till it’s all

over. I want to thank all the teachers

and students for making this yearan

unforgettable one. I am going to miss

each and every single one of you.

This is for my girls who I have gotten so

close to this year and will never forget:

Jessica, Kasey, Rosalie
,
Alex, Maya

and Emily: I love

all of you so

much, you all are

like my sisters.

We’ve been

through ups and

downs together. I

will neverforget

our memories

together. Chris Hodge, you are the

funniest guy I have ever met. No matter

what mood I was in, you always knew

howto put a smile on my face and

make me laugh like there was no

tomorrow. This year was an amazing

experience I LOVE YOU ALLL

six-year
club

congratulations,
girls!
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There were a lot of firsts for me this

year. For example, my first day at a

brand new school, Stanstead. Or my

first-ever sports team. Orthe first time I

fell on my butt going down arena hill.

Orthe first time my eyelids froze shut

running hours through mountains of

snow. The first time I lived with a bunch

of girls and didn’t feel like ripping their

heads off. The first

German word I

learned and the

sad attempt in

repeating it. Even

if some of them

where less

enjoyable then

others, I would

nevertakeanyofthem back. This first

year at Stanstead College was

incredible and I will never forget the

good times! To all those leaving I will

miss you. To my girlies who are

leaving, you will always have a special

place in my heart, and to those coming

back I’ll see you soon! Hugs and

kisses to all xoxo !

!

You have to stay in

shape. My
grandmother, she

started walking

five miles a day

when she was 60.

She's 97 today

and we don't know

where the hell she is

- Ellen DeGeneres

baltazar
Gracias a todos los que hicieron este

ano posible, empezando pormis

papas que me lo pagaron y me dieron

la oportunidad, mi hermana en Mexico

y mis amigos y familia que me

apoyaron. I would also like to thank

the teachers who gave me the

opportunity to be here and my friends

here in Canada,

especially the

Mexicans Poli, Ceci,

Jone, Majo, Pau,

Pri, Frida, Kar,

Dany, Ana mi

amorr, Daniel, Gio,

Maria, losbugbee.

Marina you made

my classes. Thanks for being there. I

will miss having French and English

with you. I love you. And Jacky, you

made my year. I am so happy that I

was with you this year. Thank you. I will

never forget you te amo demasiado.

Thankyou all forthis great yearin

Stanstead College.

[Christopherj
1

blair

Thanks to everyone who made this

year awesome.

Rise free from care before the dawn,

and seek adventures.

Let the noon find you by other lakes,

and the night overtake thee

everywhere at home

boisvert



Time is definitely something each and

every one of us values, but for some

odd reason it seems to constantly slip

between our fingers. As we all think

back and rememberthe countless

times we've spent together this year, we

ask ourselves one simple question; how

did everything go by so fast? From

sports games to school dances or even

daily assemblies, we’ve been through it

all. Believe it or not, all of this has

already come to an end. As I look back

upon my first year at Stanstead, I

cannot bring myself to imagine

something better. First and foremost, I

would particularly like to thank both my

parents for providing me with this

tremendous opportunity and let them

know that I am truly thankful and

appreciative. Secondly, there are

several individuals I would like to

mention as they are the ones who

made my first year

at Stanstead so

memorable. Justin

Charbonneau:

honestly I think I’ve

spent more time

with you this year

than everyone else

assembled.

Nothing but laughs with you, that’s for

sure! Sarah Lessard: “Last Friday Night”

maybe? HAHA To be honest, I’ve spent

incredible moments with you and got

the chance to discover who the real

Sarah Lessard is. But most importantly,

an amazing friend I Pietro Antonelli: At

first, having my locker beside you in the

hockey room seemed great, but I might

have to consider you as a bully! Just

kidding two week roommate! I wish you

good luck next year, you have an

incredible future in front of you. Lastly,

well there’s Kelly Foran: I don’t know

where to begin. An unbelievable girl

who I was lucky enough to meet. For

sure, we’ve been through a lot, but

nobody will convince me that we didn’t

have a great yeartogether. Finally, for

all you Grade 12’s, I wish you success

in whatever you do in the upcoming

years. Forthe Grade 1 l’s; well, I can’t

wait to see you next year.

One more year has gone by! I can't

believe how the time flies at Stanstead

College. My Grade 11 year flew right to

the end ! Three years of my Stanstead

life passed by in a blink. There are too

many memories

and people who

impacted me
deeply in the past

three years. I

would like to send

the greatest

appreciation to my

mom and dad for

giving me such an opportunity to enjoy

my high school life at Stanstead

College. You are always supporting me
at my back. Thank you for everything

you have done. I couldn’t ask for better

parents than you. I would also like to

thank all the teachers at Stanstead

College; I will never forget what you

have taught me overthese years. Mr.

Van Dyke, I was just that lucky to have

you as my advisor and Math teacher. I

learned a lot from you. Thank you for

giving me feedback all the time.

Thanks to all my friends, I can’t

imagine life without you at Stanstead

College. Life at Stanstead College with

you guys was awesome and significant

and I will never forget the time we

spent together. Some of you are not

coming back next year; wish you all the

best in the future. Lastly, I want to wish

all teachers, students and faculty a

gorgeous summer with sunshine!!!

ustin
charbonneau

“A warrior has no

limits, a warrior is

the master of his

own destiny

"



First of all, I would like to thank a lot of

people who gave me the ability to

experience one year at Stanstead

College in Canada. This includes first

of all my parents, who always helped

me, have been there for me and who

are the ones that made this year

abroad happen. I love you and missed

you this year! Then I would like to

thank my

roommate DianYu

for just being the

best roomie ever! I

will always

remember the

talks we had and

the fun we had

sharing our room

like sisters. I wish the best things for

you and hope that we will see each

other soon again! I want to thank so

many other people, which I am not

able to, because I don’t get the whole

book for myself,

so here is a

“Dankeschon”

for everybody.

This year meant

a lotto me and I

think I will never

forget the

friendships I

made, the fun I had, the school, the

teachers and everything else! At last I

want to say to Elena, that “Dudo” (aka:

Dusseldorf) is the BEST city ever and

that Cologne is just the village which

copied Carneval, haha! I think we had

the BEST time ever, I will miss our

sleepovers and everything! See you in

“Dudo"

!

I suck at finding the time to do things; I

apologize forthe size of this write up.

Thanks mom and dad, thanks

Michelle, thank you bros (U KNO WHO
U ARE!!!). I love you all and keep up

all the good stuff.

This has been a great year. I would like

to thank everyone who is not returning

for a memorable year and one that will

stay with me, and I’m not only talking

about grads. I think that the years here

are some of the best of your life and it

may not seem like it now but in a few

years I think we will understand... at

least that’s what

• K my brother says.

BBlIijjP So thanks again for

.Jm. an awesome year,

|
and for those

I coming back, seeS you next year, and

ff Wm for those not

returning, thanks

and I’ll try to keep in touch. Oh and

also you have to come and visit.

"With courage you will dare to take

risks, have the strength to be

compassionate,

and the wisdom to

be humble.

Courage is the

foundation of

integrity. " --

Keshavan Nair

maximillian

daniel



[zhouying rv
duan

All good times come to an end. It’s

again the end of the year, but

graduation is not the end of our

friendship; it is the beginning ofa new

journey. Three years flew away.

Moving from Bugbeeto Davis, I have

changed a lot and learned a lot. I

would like to thank my parents first for

giving me the opportunity to attend the

school and all their support. It’s been a

terrific time to step away from Asia,

and Stanstead College is such a great

place, where you can make friends

from all overthe world. There are lots

of great memories

from this year with

you. I want to

thank you all and

dear teachers,

though many of

you are not

coming back. Alex,

Felix, Frank, and

Vivien, wish you good luck in the

future. As for me, I have one more year

to spend in Stanstead. Looking

forward to next year.

pierre

I had a sick year. Although Stanstead

wasn 't like what I thought it was going

to be, that doesn ' t matter; it was so

much better. I had an awesome time

on all the sports teams, made tons of

new friends, and met people I

wouldn'thave had I not left Selwyn. I'll

miss my Mexican brothers, Hector and

Nathan, and being

I Foster's

"advisee" (yes,

t «rH it's hard to

I believe), and
~

everyone else that

I is leaving the

I school that I was

close with, but I

won 't miss anyone else overthe

summer. For me, this is a new

beginning, and we still have another

long and final year ahead of us next

time around. I can't wait for it; football,

all the new classes, and rugby

(although hopefully a better season). I

also can't wait to see everyone again

after the summer. I'd like to thank my

parents, my teachers and my friends

for an awesome experience, and can

only hope nextyearwill be even better.

I hope everyone has an awesome

summer; to the grads, good luck with

wherever you go. To my sister: thanks

for being the best sister ever, and good

luck with Trinity next year! Peace, Love

and Rock & Roll - Pierre Jr. Emond, III

"Luck is what

happens when

preparation meets

opportunity.

"

-Darrell Royal,

Sports in America



Another great year at Stanstead

College has passed way to fast.

Fortunately, I have another year here

and there are many amazing people

returning with me to make it as

memorable as the last two! Special

shout out to Joey forjust being so

awesome, to Cheisyfor being blond

with me, to Sarah for always being

there, and to Abby and Jess for making

my 17th birthday

one I will never

forget. Sadly,

many people are

also moving on to

different and

exciting

opportunities, so I

would like to wish

everyone the best in everything they

do. Alyssa, our time together has been

cut short by a year but I hope you have

a fantastic time back in Nova Scotia.

We had an amazing year, roomie, and I

will never forget you. Thank you for

always having my back. I am really

going to miss you next year, but I am

confident I will see you again

someday. Love you. Max, despite

everything I am really sad to say

goodbye to you. You know me better

than anyone else does and I’m going

to miss seeing you every day. I

sincerely wish you all the best in

Montreal and for the rest of your life.

You're an amazing guy and, if you stay

true to who you are, I know you will go

far. I will neverforgetyou. Justin, well

let’s just say it was fate. Getting seated

beside you on the train from Ottawa

was probably one of the most

memorable moments of my year. You

and I have already been through so

much and I know we can withstand

anything. Many great times are still to

come, see you next year, babe.

These last two years have flown by.

There are several people I would like to

thank forgetting me to this place. My

parents, I couldn’t have done it without

you. Thank you for all your support.

And my teachers, I realize I wasn’t the

best student but thank you for keeping

me on task. I will miss all you hockey

players, Brian

Taylor, Mark

Jankowski, Pietro,

Kevin, Davis was

amazing with you

guys. Luke, Max,

and Fabi, you

guys were

awesome, all

those video games we played and all

ourjokes. I’ll miss you guys. Fabi, hit

me up on facetime. Thomas Sharp,

you were the best roommate I could

ever have. The conversations we had,

although weird, I will remember those

times. Colleen and Blanche, I love you

both; I’ll miss those piggybacks

,

Colleen, and Blanche, I’m goingto

miss your panda

and Asian-ness. I

wuvyou come and

visit. Tom Wenzel

,

I’ll miss those

times in Ney’s

room and ourfun

shpures together.

AnchiJ’ll miss ourturtles, Tiny train, 69

turtle, swimming turtle, awkward turtle,

and of course our Numzfry blog. You

two have been my bestfriends here,

thank forthose awesome memories.

You’ve all been great friends and I’ll

miss you a lot. I'll miss playing on

varsity teams, my coaches Mr. Simard,

Mr. Grenier, and Mr. Elliot, you guys

were amazing. Davis House has been

my home, and it was a great

experience. I will miss that awesome

bio class with Mr. P and all the jokes.

Congratulations to all those graduating

this year grads of 2011! I hopefully will

see most of you next year. I’ll miss you

all.

College have been three of the most

amazing years of my life. First off I

would like to thank my teachers. They

have been so supportive in helping me

move forward and become more

successful in my academic career. At

Stanstead I have met some of the

most amazing people ever and I will

neverforget a single one of them.

Some certain individuals have made

my Stanstead life what it is today.

Unfortunately, some of my closest

friends will be moving on from Grade

12 and will not be returning to

Stanstead next year. Jess, Nayla,

Maya, Robyn and all of my other

favourite Grade 12s, I knew at some

point we would have to go our

separate ways but I know it won’t be

for long. Keep in touch. You guys are

gunna go far, I know it. Chris Hodge, I

could say so much about you, and it

definitely wouldn’t fit in under 300

words. I’m goingto miss you so much,

I can’t even begin to describe - you

better keep in touch ! And then there’s

Alex, my twin ! I’m so glad you came to

Stanstead. I don’t know what I would

have done without you. Seriously, I

love you so much you are always there

for me no matter

what, and I love

you for that. Never

change! For all my

friends that I could

not mention, you

know that I love you

all and that will

NEVER change!

Please neverforget me! It is all of my

friends that have made my experience

at Stanstead so unforgettable and

amazing, I feel so lucky to have been

surrounded by such amazing people. I

will miss you all. Also remember, it’s

not over yet, it’sjustthe beginning!

Love, Kasey.

PS. Never say never.

ache
Three years have past ALREADY, I

can't believe it! I would like to thank

my parents for supporting me in this

experience as well as my family and

friends. I would like to thank Mr.

Chandlerfor always pushing me to

acheive better and all the good

advices. Thanks to Mr. G and Mr. Van

Dyke for introducing me to soccer with

the help of my wonderfull roommate

back three years ago, Juliet. Thank you

to my favorite teachers Ms. Campbell,

Mrs. May and Mr. Foster. Soo many

experiences were made in three years,

I'll always remember; theCRAZZYY

and amazing mexiquans; les gars de

hockey, vous mavez endurcie les boys!

Les Lessards, jvous aime mes

pitounes, ELLIOT! jtaimme mon frere,

on faittu I'autruche?! I'll neverforget

my amazing people this year. I love

you guys soo much: Nay, Rosalie, Alex,

Chris, Kasey (from hate to love), Jess,

Pierre, Maya,

Etienne,

Malcom.J'm

goingto miss you

guys. And finally,

my love, Jon.

Thanks for making

the last few weeks

soo amazing i

neverthoughtwe would end up this

close, jet'aime, mon amour.

I'll always remember Stanstead

College.

Peace Out! xoxo



haddad
beltran

"Don't follow your dreams; chase

them..
1 ' --Richard Dumb

Actually Germans are known to always

be on time, right? Except that is not

the case for me; I

came here in term

2. 1 made many

good friends, who

mean a lotto me.

There were many

fun trips, even ice

fishing; skiing was

always wonderful

and shopping too. I

want to thank everyone who

encouraged me to come to Stanstead

College, my parents, my sister and

Mrs. Carruthers,

and of course

all the people

who made me
feel at home

here, especially

my very best

friend Lissi. We
had many great

sleepovers, shopping trips and of

course walks to the IGA, even though

she is from Dusseldorf the “hate” city

of Cologne. To everyone I didn’t

mention: Thank You, Merci & Danke.

m&rk
jankowski

I'd like to start off by thanking my
parents for giving me this great

opportunity to go to Stanstead

College. I'd like to thank my advisor

Mr. Corcoran for being there to help

me with this big change in my life. You

were also the best stats man I've ever

seen, and I think everyone loved your

best (and only)

pre-game speech

before our home-

opener. I'd also

like to give a big

thank you to Mr.

Rioux. You taught

me a lot of things

this year and

helped me develop as a hockey player,

I can't wait for next season. Perretta,

you are definitely the best assistant

coach a hockey team could ask for.

You were great to have along on the

road trips and lightened the mood

everywhere you went. This was my first

year at SC and I have to say I can 't

wait for next year. This year has just

been great with so many good

memories, it would be impossible to

mention them all. Justin Coon, you

were a great roommate and thanks for

teaching me "Thunderstruck." Kevin,

Brian, Charbonneau, and Lafleur, all

the weekends after hockey season of

nothing but movies and all the

sleepovers in Davis. Dylan and Andrew

slowly trying to teach me how to chirp

(I think I ' m getti ng better). Jonas and

Seb, just one question, when was

Sweden invented? Hayden and Alyssa,

I know you guys will make it, just stay

strong. Jess, we have so many great

memories and we'll have tons more

next year, and who can forget the list

we have to start! Dallas, the gentle

giant, I hope you're coming back next

year because when you have a

concussion, you ' re just plain vicious.

Pietro and Swann, you're both great

hockey players and good luck at

Maine. Smitty, I know how much you

love golfing with me and we have to go

again next year. I hope I didn't miss

anyone and I'm sorry if I did.

Congratulations to all the grads, I ' m
gonna miss everyone.

justin
laileur

2010-2011 at Stanstead College...

definitely a great and memorable year

for which I want to thank my parents

who made it possible for me. First, I

would like to underline the great

hockey season we had this year and

thank every Spartan for it. It’s certainly

not every year that you win three

tournaments and bring back good

memories from an awesome trip to

Europe. Good luck

to all the seniors. I

am sure you guys

all have great

futures ahead of

you. Next came

the tennis season

with Coach

Hayden Chisholm.

ETIAC champs! I have to say winning

isn’t a really hard task when your

doubles partner is Maria... you were

amazing! Oh and Joey, I still have that

tie break lost on the heart ;)

Millejours, oui toi, avec la face! You

weren’t too annoying... gotta

congratulate you on surviving the year

rooming with me. Don’t lose all the

French you

learned from the

best! Chelsy and

Anchi, I just wanna

make sure you

both know that

we’re not changing

seats next year in

Mr. Van Dyke’s

class. Kay? Kay! Third floor of Davis,

thanks for entertaining me. Ken, I

wanted you to know that when you

flooded Brian’s room in December, it

was actually me. Lastly, since

Septembers, I have spent a lot of time

with a number of you who I will miss a

lot and who I would like to thank for

contributing to make this experience

worth being lived and enjoyed. I truly

hope you will all have a very successful

future and that I’ll be able to see you

again one day. Returnings, enjoy your

summers as much as possible and I'm

lookingforward to seeing you in

September ... for hopefully, an even

better year!



Thank you to both my parents, without

you I wouldn 't have had this great

experience. Also thank you to all my

friends, especially KF, MP, VC, APD,

JC, CQ for being there all the time. I

would like to wish all the grads good

luck for their future years to come. I will

miss the long hours spent driving to

hockey games on

the 21 passenger

bus. Hopefully next

season will be as

successful and we

will win ourdivision

for the third year

straight. Again,

thanks to everyone

who made this opportunity possible!

Bye to the 20 11 grads, I will miss

you!
:)

H
" Go confidently in

the direction of

your dreams! Live

the life you

imagined."

--Henry David

Thoreau

chelsy
martin

millejours

It’s hard to believe that 5 years at

Stanstead actually does go by pretty

fast and that it's actually time for me

to be writing one of these grad write-

ups. I’ll never forget the great

memories and awesome people I’ve

met here since Grade 7. First of all I’d

like to thank my parents for giving me

the opportunity to goto Stanstead and

always being there

for me. This year

was probably the

fastest one yet,

and as it comes to

an end I'm starting

to realise how

much I'm really

going to miss it. To

everyone who's graduating and not

coming back, good luck next year

wherever you go and next year will

definitely not be the same without you.

Jessimica, Chantal, Kelly, Alyssa and

Hailey thank you for guys for being

amazing friends

and for all the

great memories.

Alyssa, you

should be coming

back but have a

great year in Nova

Scotia and we’ll

be seeing you

soon! To everyone coming back, have

a great summer and I’ll be seeing you

in September!

I would like to thank my parents for

presenting me with this tremendous

oppurtuinity of sending me to

Stanstead and I hope that I can make

them proud one day by making

something of what I have had given to

me. I would like to say to the Grade

12 's "good luck" and I hope that you

do well in your school life next year.

And to the grade 11 's I would like to



"Success seems

to be connected

with action.

Successful people

keep moving. They

make mistakes,

but they dont

quit."

santa rosa
For me to come to Stanstead was a

really big privilege and I would like to

thank my parents very much for all of

their hard work to send me here.

During my year in Canada at

Stanstead College, I have had the

privilege of

experiencing so

many thing that I

would have never

gotten to

experience if I

didn’t come here.

I have so many

people to thank

formakingthis yearthe mostamazing

year of my life. I would like to start off

with my teachers. You have taught me
so much and I am so grateful. Most

importantly, I would like to thank my
friends. To me, my friends are the most

important aspect in my life and at

Stanstead I had the opportunity to

meet so many new friends from all

around the world. I would like to thank

everyone in the school for making my
year away from home the most

amazing experience of my life. At the

end of the day I do really love all of you

but there are certain people that I

became very close to this year, I know

you all know who: Kasey, Ana, Jacky,

Karla, Dani, Poli, Jone, Ceci, Pau,

Nayla, Hector, Ander, Alvaro, Tono,

Chava, Chris, A todos mis amigos, les

quiero dar las gracias por hacer este

anounodelosmejoresdemivida. &
Gracias A mis papas por esta

oportunidad. Thank you everyone one

so much it would have been nothing

without you, you really did make my

experience at Stanstead the most

amazing thing ever and I will keep with

me forthe rest of my life all of the

memories the we made together.

See you soon.

Love, Marina

First of all, I’d like to thank my parents.

If it weren't for them and all their

support I wouldn’t be here at all. Every

year it goes by so much faster, and

four years later, this year really flew by

extremely fast. I’m going to miss a lot

of people. Mexicans: Nathan, best

friend, you better come and visit next

year! Jacky, I LOVE YOU, and I’m gonna

miss you a lot, hope to see you again!

Ana Sophia, daughter, every time I’m

on duty were

absolutely non-

productive

because I always

go to your room

last and end up

staying half of

study and most of

the time Jacky was

there too. Blanche, silly girls, good

luck next year. Colleen, you were

basically a roommate because you’re

in my room more than me. Hockey

season: Kelly, Alyssa, CUDDLEBUDDY

(Olivia), Sarah, you guys made it a

blast. It was a real success, notalways

the easiest but it was great. Alyssa, I

don’t know what were gonna do

without you next year; you were a big

help to the soccer and hockey team. I’ll

miss you. Anchi, roommate & twin, this

year was fun, couldn’t have done it

without you. Elric, you always made

me laugh. Even when you don’t say

anything you’re just always funny.

Chelsy & Chantal, this year was great

but this summer will be betterand I'm

pretty sure we’ll be together all the

time! I ! Congratulations to everyone,

love you guys. Have a great summer,

good luck everyone, and see you guys

next year.

I can’t believe the moment I have

studied so hard for overthe past four

years has finally

arrived. While I am
excited to graduate

and move onto the

next chapter of my

life, it is also

bittersweet.

Stanstead has had

a huge impact on

my life, has broadened my horizons,

and has allowed me to reach farther

than I ever dreamed I could. I’ll never

forget you. Thank

you mum, dad,

teachers, and

staffs, for making a

difference in my

life.

“Carry out a

random act of

kindness with no expectation of

reward, safe in the knowledge that one

day someone might do the same for

you.’’ - Diana, Princess of Wales



anchi bill

I finally get

the chance to write something about

my life that will stay in this book

forever. It’s only right to say that I

wouldn’t be here without my parents,

and Iwantto thank them for not giving

up on this place even when I did. And

to my older brother and sister who

helped me make it through my first

three years. To my mexicanas, dany,

jacky & ana, I'm gonna miss you guys;

Webster was so much fun with you.

Palmer-dix & the soccerteam, don’t

stop believing,

better see you next

year! And then

there was the

family, the people I

spent almost all my
time with and can’t

imagine Stanstead

without. Hailey,

best roomie ever. Luke and Max,

biggest fools ever; tom tallowitzers,

going from cripple to cheeks, you were

always lost, it was great. Seanfrizz &

tom wenzel, my booboo! I could write

soo much about the two of you, but I'm

just gonna say you two were my best

friends ever and I definitely couldn’t

have made it through this year without

you both, and I’m going to miss you

over the summer., love you both! And

last but not least, the

Grade 12s. swannethe

g & pietro the fatty,

gonna miss you two

lovers. Fabijo, my big

bro, we don’t need to

say goodbye, I’ll be

seeing you... good luck

goin pro. Blanchey, four years later

and I have to say goodbye to you. I

love you soo much, pookie, and you’re

gonna do big things in Stanford or

wherever you go, even without your

silly girls. Kawlin aka Colleen as some

people call you... where am I gonna be

without you, big red? We helped each

other survive through this year, bball,

Webster, everything. I’m gonna miss

you, ginger, love you soo much. Class

of 2011, congrats to you all, and good

luck with what you do. To the rest of us,

we’re gonna make the best of it, see

you guys next year!

First of all, I want to thank all the

people who gave me the facility to

come to Stanstead College. This

includes my family, my friends and all

the teachers. I especially want to thank

my grandmother who is always there

for me and who

really helped me
this year. You are

the best

grandmother in the

world! I love you

and my whole

family so much.

You made this year

possible and I thank you so much for

that. I really missed all of you guys this

entire year. To be so far away from you

for such a long time showed me how

important you are to me.

My stay in Canada was amazing and I

like the county itself a lot. I had so

much fun and learnt so many new

things, especially how life in a

boarding school is like. I got to know

so many new cities and countries and I

made friends from all overthe world.

Thanks to Lissi, Elena, Yuri, Varun,

Sean, Yuuki, Rina, Emilio, my

roommate Ming Yi, Mr. Wolfe for being

a great headmaster and Mrs.

Carruthers who helped me out a lot

and who gave me a warm welcome. I

cannot believe this

year is already

over in a few weeks

but I am so glad

that I got the

chance to come to

Stanstead College. I will neverforget

this year in my life.

I also want to thank my best friend at

Stanstead College, Annika. I really

missed you in the second half of the

year. I will neverforget all the funny

and wonderful days we spent together.

I am so glad you came to Stanstead

College. I hope we see each other

soon in Germany!

Stanstead College was the perfect

school for me and this year was very

special. I hope I get to visit this

boarding school again in the future!

Two years here at Stanstead and it has

felt as though I have been here forever.

First of all I would like to thank my

parents for allowing me to come to this

wonderful school. I know it has been

difficult to let your little girl grow up

and be away from home, but in the

end it paid off. Secondly I would like to

thank my coaches forthe year,

especially Mr.

VanDyke. Sir ...

well ... I don’t know

cheering you on.

Thank you to all

the people behind the scenes making

my stay here possible. Thirdly I would

like to thank all my amazing friends.

You guys don’t know how much you

mean to me, I will miss you all like

crazy. Colby girls,

as loud as you can

be, you were a

great group of

young and fun girls.

Roomie, well it's

been an interesting

year... got to love

the roommate

craziness. Don’t know what you will do

without me next year- Love you. Anchi,

soccer this year was pretty much the

best season ever. I think by now both

of us are at the paralyzed stage ... Oh

Angelica. Good luck next year at CAIS,

I will see you there. Finally, Hayden,

you made my year here so much

better, it was amazing. Good luck at

Denver next year. I will miss you a lot. I

love you guapo ... From east coast to

west coast and everywhere in between

you will always be in my heart, I will

always love you no matter how far

apart we are. I have really enjoyed my

time here, and to everyone leaving the

school, best wishes for you and your

future endeavours. Forthose who are

what to say... but

ya ... I'll be at CAIS

soccer next year in

the Maritimes

coming back, have another crazy year,

and I hope to come back and visit you

all. I will miss this school a lot.

These past four years really have been

amazing. Although it sounds corny

there are so many people to thank

before I say anything. I want to thank

my parents firstly, for sacrificing so

much to provide both James and me
with the best education. Secondly I

want to thank Mr. Wolfe and his family

for being so kind throughout the years

and letting us bake

countless pizzas

and drink myriads

of soda. Last but

not least, I want to

thank Ms. Hessian,

my advisor, for

being there since

my arrival in Grade

8 whose classic jokes have kept me

laughing foryears (which reminds me:

ask her for the "why do elephants paint

their toenails” joke). I still remember

the first day I went to Stanstead. It was

orientation, which finished at around 5

p.m. Back then I thought that was a

pretty late time to go home, but I had

no idea. In retrospect I'm quite

thankful I came to Stanstead. It

provided balance

in my life. Getting

homejustintime

to finish my
homework left no

time for goofing

off. It has

prepared me for

the real world. It’s great to have so

many people around the world

gathered in one place, and so to all my

international friends who are leaving,

auf weidersehen, ciao and adieu. To

all my returning friends, see you next

year!



"History is merely

a list of surprises. It

can only prepare

us to be surprised

yet again."

-- KurtVonnegut

I came here in Grade 9, insecure about

the idea of studying in a boarding

school, and before I knew it, my third

year here at Stanstead College was

over. First, I would like to thank my

parents for offering such a great

opportunity. Cornelius, you were an

awesome roommate. Thanks to you, I

now enjoy Swiss

pop music. Robyn,

all year you were a

greatfriendtome

and you were

always there when

I needed you the

most. Bobby, stop

playing Amnesia, I

think it’s bad for both of us. Pierre,

don’t start arguments about feminism;

it will only get you in trouble. Jess, I

don’t really mind when you’re third-

wheeling. Alex, keep your hands in

your pockets. Nayla, never stop

spreading your joy. Rosalie, you’re one

of the nicest girls I’ve ever met, keep

your awesome personality. Coon, stop

showering but keep jamming; you

rock. Maya, this yearwasthe most

beautiful year of my life thanks to you.

Too bad you’re not coming back next

year... I guess well see each other this

summer ;). To all of you going to

university, good luck! For those of you

in Grade 11, see you next year!

thomas
sharp

Living on campus for 12 years and

being around the

College my whole

life and now that

I'm go n.gto be a

I
graduate it makes

mil
'

’ .SB| me wonder if a life^ CL like that seems like

Hl^ it's time to give up

but it isn’t. It’s time

to get ready for another year the last

one and final

one. Thank you

everyone who

has made my

Stanstead

experience fun.

Can't wait for

next year.

“Life is like a box of chocolates, you

never know what you're going to get.’’-

ForestGump

It seems like yesterday I was crutching

my way around campus. Yes, I was the

cripple. I have come a long way since

then, and it’s a journey I will never

forget. It’s tough going to a new school,

unknown by all. Thank god I knew one

person, Max

Daniel. Being close

friends since Grade

6, 1 knew I would

always have at

least one person to

counton always

being there for me.

He introduced me

to people, who quickly became good

friends of mine. Having Sean Fry as a

roommate was great because we

shared similar interests and the same

pointless humour. During my year I

became especially close to a group of

people, some closerthan others,

where we actually called ourselves

“family," and yes they were like family.

Being new to the whole boarding thing,

it was a great experience for me to eat

every meal with friends, study with

friends, hang out with friends, and

spend time during spares with friends

24/7, so in a way family would be the

rightword. Throughout the year we

had ups and downs, but by the end the

family re-united. Although some of us

may leave forever, the memories will

never go. Forthose who will not return,

you will be greatly missed, but not

forgotten

“We laugh until we cry, we loved right

down to our last goodbye; but overthe

years we' II smile and recall, and for

just one moment.. .we had it all” -

Unknown



ryanb sraittL

Wow! Fifth year at Stanstead, and a

great one it has been. First of all, I

would like to thank my parents for

giving me the opportunity to be able to

come to Stanstead College. Without

them, this wouldn't have been

possible. I would like to thank my

coaches, Mr. Chandler, Mr. May and

Mrs. Smith (mom) for all their hard

work and time they

putin coaching. I

would also like to

thank my teachers

- it was a great

year. Finally to all

my friends, thanks

for all the good

times, laughs, ups

and downs, and memories. Hope

everyone has a great summer; I’ll be

back next year!

Peace out!

“The only mistake you can make in life

is constantly fearing you will make
ll

one.

"A good hockey

player plays where

the puck is. A

great hockey

player plays where

the puck is going

to be.” - Wayne

Gretzky

comelius I-'f

“fSlSiturkuhl
I would like to say thank you to my

parents who gave me the opportunity

to come to Stanstead and be a part of

this great school.

My first year here in Stanstead was

awesome.

On the first day, at the airport, I met

Robyn, the first Cree and prefect I ever

met. Robyn stay how you are, you are

awesome.

With my roommate

I had a great time.

Etienne is a really

good friend and it

is no problem if

you want to talk

like at2 a.m.

Chris, we had a

great time in the forest. Thank you for

showing me the life in the wild.

Pierre, you just know everything. It is so

funny to be in classes with you.

Tom W., at least I there is another guy

from Austria. I know you don’t see me

as a full Lanzman, but at least I’m a

third.

David Zal, my turkey friend, thanks for

making French classes so funny.

My good Mexican friend Emilio, you

are a really good friend. It is sad that

you are not coming back.

Rosalie, you are always there if

somebody needs to talk.

Jess E., I couldn’t teach you any

German this year, we should have

done it.

Thank you everybody for this great first

year in Stanstead.
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Stanstead, Stantead, Stanstead... Que

dire de plus? Un endroit aux mille

visages rempli de hauts et de bas.

Bien que j’aie souvent critique I’ecole,

je dois avouerqu’elle m’a ete utile

dans plusieurs sens. Je me suis cree

des liens d’amitie. Que Ton parle de

Emilie "maman” Gamache oude

toute la gangdu S.S.S., je dois avouer

que ce sonttous de bon amis.Toutes

lesfoisque Ton

|i comptait les jours

I avant les conges

oil toute les fois on

I Pierre was drinking

I those glass of

milk. Ce sonttous

des moments que

je ne pourrai

oublier. Davis house! Que dire de

Davis house? C’est dans cet endroit

mystique que j’ai passe les deux

dernieres annees de ma vie. Une

maison a la fois chaleureuse et

bruyante. Bref, mes deux annees a

Stanstead ont passe vite et lentement

a la fois. Ce n’est pas avec regret que

je quitte le college, mais je n’en

garderai toutefois pas un mauvais

souvenir.

" Feeling grateful or appreciative of

someone or something in your life

actually attracts

more of the things

that you

appreciate and

value into your

life."

vivien

It’s hard to believe that life at

Stanstead College is coming to an

end. Two years have flown by faster

than I could’ve imagined. Certainly, I’d

like to thank my parents for giving me
this great opportunity and for always

being there to support me to succeed

in life. I don’t

always show it but

you know that I do

appreciate how

much the both of

you have helped

me with my life.

Thanks for

standing by my

side and giving me all the things that

have gotten me here. I love you both.

Also, I’d like to take this opportunity to

thanks my teachers, who always kept

me motivated and influenced me in

many aspects. I realized the best

teachers teach from the heart, not

from the book. I would like to thank

you all from the bottom of my heart, for

all the guidance, friendship, discipline

and love. True friendship is like a star.

You don ’t see its light in the brightness

of prosperity but in the darkness of

adversity. Thank you all my friends,

you’re the highlight of my life. True

friends are hard to find, difficult to

leave, and of course it’s impossible to

forget. Again, thank you forthe endless

love. Life is a journey, not a

destination. It wouldn’t be the same

without you and all the memories you

have given me. It’s hard to say

goodbye. But, in fact there are no

goodbyes, whereverwe are, you’ll

always be in my heart. Thank you and I

love you all. Best luck to all the grads!

wenzel

I want to start off by thanking my

parents and my grandmother because

it would have been impossible to come

to Stanstead without them. Thank you

so much!! This year was amazing and I

will never forget the people who made

it so great for me. The Mexicans: Nate,

Hector, Victor,

Anasini (mi

Hermana), Ceci,

Poli, Jone, Marina,

Dany... you guys

were always fun

and I had a great

time with you. I

hope that we will

see us again more often in the future.

My family: Colleen (my mother) I love

you and I can always tell you

everything! ! I will miss you so much.

Blanche, my Asian friend it’s sad that I

didn’t get to know you better sooner . i

will miss you but I wish you the best for

the future! I love you. Anchi, aka

Shaniqua Silvaface, I love you

babygirl :P! ! You’re one of my best

friends and you’re always there for me.

I will miss you over the summer but we

have another year ;)... also a great

memory will be the late nights in

Robyn’s room. I will miss you and I

wish you the best for Dartmouth !

!

Sean Fry my second year with you and

you’re still as awkward as on the first

day I met you!! I will miss you overthe

summer. Max Daniel... OMG bio class

wouldn’t be half as fun without you!! I

will collect some pennies overthe

summer for you :P! ! Hubsche, I love

you and I will miss you so much!! You

are part of my best memories of this

year and I want to thank you for that!!

Teamo <3!! Congratulations to all the

graduates. If I forgot somebody I’m

sorry but thank you to all of you.



Campbell
wolf®

Five years. Five years gone and only

one left. I would like to thank my
parents for giving me the opportunity

to come to this school a year early. I

would definitely not have had the

experiences I had if I had not come to

the school a year

young. I would like

to thank my good

friends Chris and

James for all the

fun times. And

lastly I would like

to thank all my

basketball

coaches who put up with me for many

seasons. CJW #22

'ken

Time flies, and the first year of

Stanstead College has already ended.

First of all I would like to show my

appreciation to all the people who

helped me during this past year,

whether you were my friend or not. At

this moment in time, I would like to

step back and think about what I have

learned in here. Teachers taught me
how to be a

successful person.

Friends taught me
how to be a

helpful person.

Life told me that

there is nothing

impossible. This is

a nice campus

with all kinds of brilliant people, multi-

cultural racial, language - all of us

working together and getting involved

in all those events that we have done

in this year. It shows me no matter how

big the challenge is, if we cooperate

together, we can always do it. Thanks

my parents and my family for giving me

this big opportunity to study here. I

would like to give a small poem to all

of you: "Some people come into our

lives and quickly go. Some stay for a

while, leave footprints on our hearts,

and we are never, ever the same.” Best

wishes, good luck in the future, all my

friends. You will always in my mind.

Dad, thanks for giving me this great

opportunity to come to Stanstead.

Mom, thanks for all the help and

support you gave over the years.

Granddad, without you I would be lost;

I wouldn 't be able to enjoy your

wonderful cooking

and your wisdom.

Grand-mere, merci

beaucoup pour

tout parcequetu

m’asaidea

apprendre la

frangais. Mr. Ross,

the running coach

who has one weakness and that is for

German chocolate. Mr. Ross will keep

on pushing you until you get better

than him, just if you get into a race with

him and you beat him watch out for

him because he is going to come back

and try to beat you. A thanks to Mr.

and Mrs. Ross for everything.

Granddad tha nks for everything you

have done for me in the past four

years, only one moreyeartogo. Baba

sen bOyukteekkurvermedinsen herey

igin yaptk. Ein grosses Danke shoen

gehtauch an die Jana und den Bora

abi derimmerwasmitmir

untternommen hat.

zuniga warner

First of all, I want to thank my parents

and my family forthe support that they

have given me during this past year

and my whole life. Because of them, I

could have this good experience. I will

always remember my annoying but

good friend Ye Kaijiang (Ken). Fie is

sooooo stupid, but smart .brilliant,and

a good friend “daxiao chao very good

aaajaaa?”To

„ ..... | Jesus and Hector

jpePCTL who sometimes

annoy me, but they

i are very good

I friends. I also want

to thank the best

coach l ve ever

had Mr. Grenier for

giving me the opportunity to play

rugby. Before this year I didn't know

anything about rugby, but now I like it

so much. It is a rude sport but with

high values of honour. Also my friends,

like Hamad jaja hi is so funny and

crazy about football (soccer). Yuuuuri

and Darciiii Frendando, do you guys

remember? “Filhio da puuu...” jajaja or

“quelle panaka” jaja you guys are so

awesome. To the Mexicans also, I had

a very good time with you guys. My

French classes ohhhhh my god, they

were so good and so funny, it’s the first

time that I actually learned some

French in my life. And my girlfriend,

Marcela, after all we’re still together,

from the beginning of the year, until

the end of the year, Te Amo mucho

pequeha.
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Undergrads
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Hamad Alsuwailem

Karla Barrutieta

Chantal Bedard

Jordan Buck Thompson

Mil

Elisabeth Charest

Rhys Davies

Daniela Diaz Barreiro

Castro

Justine Gelinas

Liam Gribbon

Kody Halikas

Joseph Douglas Harvey

Christopher-Mich Hodge

Tzu-Ting "Tiffany" Hsu

Ching "Jacob" Huang

Sarah Lessard

Spencer Martin

_ Andrew Norris

I Anthony Pasquale

Valentin Pfnuer

Frida Picazo Cisneros



Alexandra Place

Catherine Quirion

Hector Robledo Suarez

Natan Rosengaus Rangel

Shenghao "Eric" Shi

Hok Lun "Marco" Siu

Ming Yi Tang

Maude Theberge

Abigale Vanluvender

Jacquelyne Vargas

Quinones

Ana Sofia Ventosa

Olachea

Gustavo Viedma
Montiel

Pisit Wetchayanwiwat

Miaokang "Tony" Wu

Dian Yu

Lucas Zwaagstra

2

0

1

1

I



Sophie Blair

Melina Boudreau

Tom Boulanger

Rory Nicholas Butler

Tse Chen "T.C." Chang

Alexandre Clermont

Spencer Delabruere

Tristan Emond

Priscilla Encinas Vizcarra

Emilio Flores Bringas

Mohamed Ahmed Gamal

Hassan

Charly Natalya Gilpin

Jakob Goettke

Paulina Guerra

You Zhi Hu

David Langlois Ng

Zhi Yuan "Vicky" Liu

Meghan Martin

Olivia Nicole McGuigan

Paul Miller



Jessica Tomeo

Yi-Ting "Tina" Wang

Malcolm Wood-
Downey

Mariya Zinchenko

Mengyuan "Miko" Hao

Yuki Hara

Jason Lee

Emily Norris

Deanna Pelletier

Kuan-Hua "Roger" Peng

Marc Richer-Lafleche



Jonathan Archer

Johanna Bosch

Maria Cecilia Camarena

Villa

Lyanne Carruthers

Alex Cooper

Jean-Samuel Couture

Janine Diamond-Erless

Ander Escobar Legorreta

Julia Gilpin

Jose Antonio Gomez-
Aguado O

Yuan Liu

June Itziar Muller

Jordan Norris

Alvaro Ojeda Gomez

Maria Jose Peon

Rodriguez

Salvador Rio De La Loza

Juan Carlos Rodriguez

Diaz

Paola Rubio Doring

Dinah-Marie Sam

Sarah Savoie



Lou-Henri Scraire-Gingras

Man-Hin "Martin" Siu

Madyson St-Pierre

Li Yang "Eric" Tang

Aisha Weider-Savoie

David Wood-Downey

Jorge Zarur Elias

Kalene Blackned

Liam Buck-Thompson

Benjamin Clermont

Matthias Charles Emond

Derius Gilpin-Mark

Rina Matsumoto

Benjamin Smith

Li-Ming "Devin" Wang

Susannah Caryn Wolfe



juniors!
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House Director:

Keri Reynolds

Assistant House

Director:

Marilee Andres
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House Director:

Chris Planetta

Assistant House

Director:

Jeff Standage



House Director:

Meghan Corcoran

Assistant House

Director:

Amy Gallant





friendship...
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Robert Baillargeon, Jethro Chang, Lisanne

Conradt, Blanche DuSault, Zhouying Duan,

Kelly Foran, Jose Antonio Gomez, Liam
Gribbon, You Zhi Hu, Chi-Hong Lin, Chelsy

Martin, Anchi Bih Numfor, Alyssa Palmer-

Dixon, Valentin Pfnuer, Vivien Wang, David

Wood-Downey, Malcom Wood-Downey,
Dian Yu



Hector Alcantara,

Karla Barrutieta,

Melina

Boudreau, Cecilia

b'Camarena,

Daniela Diaz,

Priscilla Encinas,

Julia Gilpin, nT :

Chris Hodge,

Marina Moreno,

Emily Norris,

Jacquelyne

Vargas Quinones,

Gustavo Viedma,

Lucas Zwaagstra

CD

Claude Charest, Hayden Connor

Chisholm, Rhys Davies, Yuri

Fernando, Jonas Fredriksson,

^ " Dylan Gareau, Mark Jankowski,

(J Justin Lafleur, Andrew Leslie,

Jonathan Levitt, Brian Taylor,

Cornelius Torkuhl, Thomas

Wenzel, Campbell Wolfe, David

Zal

H{

O
Robert Baillargeon,

Sophie Blair, Melina

Boudreau, Cecilia

Camarena, Maximilian

Daniel, Sean Fry, Joseph

Harvey, Spencer Martin,

Kevin Millejours, Luke

Moffatt, Jordan Norris,

Valentin Pfnuer, Hector

Robledo, Natan

Rosengaus, Maxime Ruel,

Cornelius Torkuhl,

£

a
CD

hQr

£
& Thomas Wenzel, Tony

Wu, Dian Yu
H{

fD

Chris Blair,

CL
c

Alyssa Palmer-

Dixon,

Anthony Pasquale, fD
Philipp Schuetz

o

fD

CL

fD

Joey Champagny, 5*

Justin Charbonneau,

Pierre Emond,

Justin Lafleur r j

Charlie Ng CD



c
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Jason Cowen,
Spencer De La

Bruere, Emilio Flores,

Liam Gribbon, Paul

Miller, Jordan Norris,

Cornelius Turkuhl,

Elliot Vaillancourt-

Girard, Campbell

Wolfe, Susannah

Wolfe, Malcom
Wood-Downey,
David Zal, Jorge

Zarur

2.

m
. !

3Smr

Maria Christina Alvarado,

Pietro Antonelli, PA Aucoin,

Swann Boisvert, Spencer De La

Bruere, Dany Diaz, Blanche

DuSault, Ander Escobar, Emile

Gamache, Julia Gilpin, Jacob

Goettke, Paulina Guerra, Wyatt

Hamby, Tiffany Hsu, David

Langlois Ng, Felix Larrivee,

Jone Muller, Majo Peon, Maxie

Plante, Salavador Rio, Hector

Robledo, Paola Rubio, Max
Ruel, Dinah Sam, Marco Siu,

Pip Suter, Gustavo Viedma,

Annik Williams, Tony Wu,
Dian Yu, Nayla Zeineddin,

Mariya Zinchenko

Jordan Buck

Thompson, Liam
Buck Thompson,

Derius Gilpin-

Mark, Jose

Antonio Gomez-
Aguado O,

I

* Anthony

Pasquale, Roger

Peng, Salvador

Rio, Juan Carlos

Rodriguez, David

Wood-Downey,
Jorge Zarur

bagpiping



Dallas Blacksmith,

T.C. Chang, Sebsatian

Charpentier, Alex

Cooper, Jean-Samuel

Couture, Emilio

Flores Bringas, Derius

Gilpin-Mark, Tiffany

Hsu, Jacob Huang,

Jason Lee, Charlie

Ng, Andrew Norris,

Roger Peng, Martin

Siu, Benjamin Smith,

Ming Yi Tang, David

Wood-Downey

Joey Champigny, C0
Max Daniel, Jonas CO
Fredrikkson, Sean

Fry, Emilie Gamache, ( |
11

Mark Jankowski,

Chelsy Martin, Hailey

Nadeau, Alyssa

Palmer-Dixon, Carl

St-Jean, Elliot

Vaillancourt-Girard

Tom Boulanger,

Alex Clermont,

Ben Clermont,

Jason Cowen,

Liam Gribbon,

Susannah Wolfe



animal shelter

white house

rotary club

stanstead & newport

after-school programs

pine manor

Robert Baillargeon, Chantal

Bedard, Lyanne Carruthers,

Elisabeth Charest, Max
Daniel, Sean Fry, Kody
Halikas, Colleen Hamilton,

Joseph Harvey, Tiffany

Huang, Fabrice Joseph, Felix

Farrivee, Alex Lee, Jason Lee,

Meghan Martin, Spencer

Martin, Hailey Nadeau,

Andrew Norris, Jordan

Norris, Anchi Numfor,

Hector Robledo, Natan

Rosengaus, Sarah Savoie,

Christopher Savory, James
Savory, Sean Scribner, Ryan
Smith, Carl St-Jean, Madyson
St-Pierre, Abigale

Vanluvender, Ana Sofia

Ventosa Olachea, Tina Wang,
Aisha Weider-Savioe, Thomas
Wenzel, Lucas Zwaagstra



Pietro Antonelli, Pierre-

Alexandre Aucoin,

Dallas Blacksmith, Elric

Boisvert, Vanessa

Champagne, Elisabeth

Charest, Alex Clermont,

Jason Cowen, Jessica

Emond, Darcy

Fernando, Emilio Flores,

Kelly Foran, Justine

Gelinas, Liam Gribbon,

Raphael Lacerte, Sarah

Lessard, Emily Norris,

Maxie Plante, Catherine

Quirion, Max Ruel,

Jessica Tomeo, Bliss

Wetchayanwiwat,

Mariya Zinchenko

Karla Barrutieta,

Johanna Bosch, Jethro

Chang, Lisi Conradt,

Priscilla Encinas,

Paulina Guerra, Peter

Lin, Yuan Liu,

Marina Moreno,

Naomi Orth, Freda

Picazzo, Annika

Pinger, Paola Rubio,

Rebecca Schleuter,

Marco Siu, Ben Smith,

Devin Wang, Felix

Wang, Lei Wang,

Vivien Wang, Bliss

Wetchayanwiwat,

Tony Wu, Ken Ye,

Dian Yu

Jordan Buck-

Thompson, Robyn
Diamond, Jessica

Emond, Matthias

Emond, Emilio

Flores, Alvaro

Gomez, Mohammed
Gamal Llassan,

Chris Flodge, Marc

Lafleche, Alvaro

Ojeda, Anthony

Pasquale, Alex

Place, Juan Carlos

Rodriguez, Philip

Scheutz, Juan Carlos

Rodriguez, Jorge

Zarur



Fabiola Barraza, Jesus

Bonilla, Simon-Pierre

Boulos, Alex Cooper,

Kasey Gallagher,

Alex Lee, Frank Lee,

Peter Lin, Olivia

McGuigan, Alex

Place, Paola Rubio,

Dinah Sam, Sarah

Savoie, Philipp

Schuetz, Etienne

Scraire, Eric Shi,

Marco Siu, Ben Smith,

Ming Yi Tang, Devin

Wang, Felix Wang,
Vivien Wang, Tony
Wu, Elliot

Vaillancourt, Abigale

Vanluvender

1. 1

1

’ll
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Rosalie Abdo,

Jonathan Archer,

Maya Basa, Rory

Butler, Claude

Charest, Pierre

Emond, Tristan

bJD
Emond, Philippe

Martinie, Valentin

C Pfnuer, Marc
LaFleche, Etienne

"53

Scraire, Malcom
Wood-Downey,
Nayla Zeineddin
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Robert Baillargeon,

Blanche Du Sault,

«4—

>

Jake Fagen, Colleen

Hamilton, Philippe

Martini
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Chris Blair, Rory Butler,

Ceci Camarena, Jean-

Samuel Couture, Julia

Gilpin, Liam Gribbon,

Rina Matsumoto, Emily

Norris, Jordan Norris,

Paola Rubio, Maxime
Ruel, Eric Shi, Devin

Wang, Bliss

Wetchayanwiwat, David

Wood-Downey, Malcom
Wood-Downey, Tony Wu

CfQ

5
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Rosalie Abdo,

Hector Alcantara,

Karla Barrutieta,

Sophie Blair, Jesus

Bonilla, Ceci

Camerena, Lisanne

Conradt, Yuri

Fernando, Emilio

Flores, Liam

Gribbon, Chris

Hodge, Tiffany

Huang, Elena

Jacob, Deanna

Kolva, Naomi
Orth, Annika

Pinger, Alex Place,

Rebecca Schleuter,

Marco Siu,

Gustavo Viedma,

Lei Wang, Bliss

Wetchayanwiwat,

Tony Wu, Nayla

Zeineddin



Lyanne Carruthers, Matthais Emond,
Ander Escobar, Emilio Flores, Liam
Gribbon, Joseph Harvey, David
Langlois Ng, Dinah Sam, Madyson
St-Pierre, Aisha Weider, Susannah
Wolfe

Mousetrap cast

Rosalie Abdo, Bobby Baillargeon,

Karla Barrutieta, Chris Blair, Ceci

Camarena, Joey Champagny, Pierre

Emond, Philipp Scheutz, Nayla

Zeineddin

XX
O

Chris Blair, Elric Boisvert,

Melina Boudreau, Ely

Charest, Lisi Conradt,

Justin Coon, Jason

Cowen, Robyn Diamond,

Emilio Flores, Justine

Gelinas, Liam Gribbon,

Elena Jacob, Alex Place,

Raphael Lacerte, Etienne

Scraire, Lou-Henri

Scraire, Eric Tang, Maude
Theberge, Cornelius

Torkhul, Aisha Weider,

David Wood-Downey,
Malcom Wood-Downey

CD

Oh
CD

Hamad
Alsuwwaillem,

Jesus Bonilla,

Simon-Pierre

Boulos,

Mohammed
Gamal, You Zhi

Hu, Jason Lee,

Roger Peng,

Majo Peon,

Hector Robledo,

Natan

Rosengaus,

Martin Siu,

Elliot

Vaillancourt-

Girard

Pietro Antonelli, Kalene

Blackned, Johanna Bosch,

Alex Cooper, Janine

Diamond, Kasey

Gallagher-Brackett,

Charly Gilpin, Kelly

Foran, Felix Larrivee,

Meghan Martin, Kevin

Millejours, Olivia

McGuigan, Paul Miller,

Alyssa Palmer-Dixon,

Maria Jose Peon, Thomas
Sharp, Jessica Tomeo

Oh
CD
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iSrrvii-First Girl:

Alyssa Palmer-Dixon

First Boy:

Ryan Smith
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Patti's Kip

This Saturday

Come watch us play.

Football and soccer,

We'll score all day.

BCS doesn't

Have a chance.

That's if Sean Fry

Can fit in his pants.

Ha-ha-ha - don't

Mess with me.

I'm Fabi Joe,

Can't you see.

The prefects and me are

Strong as a tree.

We're so cool

We should be on TV.

So...here's a dime,

Be on time.

And don't forget

Football starts at 9.
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(Front l-r) Natan Rosengaus, Dylan Gareau, Simon-Pierre Boulos, Swann Boisvert, Maxime
Ruel, Pietro Antonelli, Fabrice Joseph, Elliot Vaillancourt, Sebastian Charpentier, Anthony
Pasquale, (middle l-r) Coach Elliot, Coach Simard, Justin Coon, Brian Taylor, Chris Savory,

Justin Charbonneau, Luke Moffatt, Hayden Chisholm, Pierre Emond, Claude Charest, James
, Coach Corcoran, Coach Perretta, Coach Wolfe, (rear l-r) Jordan Buck-Thompson,

,
Sean Fry, Dallas Blacksmith, Valentin Pfnuer, Eric Shi, Philipp Schuetz, Rhys

Hector Robledo. Missing: Max Zinchenko
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it 1-r) Thomas Wenzel, Jon Levitt, Raphael Lacerte, Felix Larrivee, Coach Chandler,

;h May, Pierre-Alexandre Aucoin, Jonas Fredricksson, Andrew Leslie, Jesus Bonilla,

l-r) Cornelius Torkuhl, Ryan Smith, Carl St-Jean, Joey Champigny, Kody Halikas,

in Lafleur, Elric Boisvert, Max Daniel, Mark Jankowski, Kevin Millejours, Andrew Norris

t Scribner

ThP 9010 edition of the senior boys soccer team was vastly

diSrent rom the previous year’s as a massive graduating class

feft the player cupboard almost empty. After a tougMramrng

qnundlv defeated, the Spartans did show some importan

characteristics that they would need if they wanted to tas ®

success in the forthcoming ETIAC league and the annual CA S

tmirnarnent A positive team attitude, commitment to effort, andSSS op«"
e,sm

aionq with applause would form the year s objectives.

After a 5 1 drubbing away to Galt, the Spartans rebounded

nuicklv to defeat visiting BCS 2-1 on Homecoming Saturday. It

was apparent that the Spartans loved the taste of success yet

SS?was only hard work and determinationi th^ woti d

a p'ayofl date-
G
?owever before the playoffs, the annual CAIS tournament,

hX solid passing. We,change ol»»£*£*»*••
the ball and composure in decision making. The Spartans y

showed the high calibre of soccer they were capable^ ^

exactly what they did. Not only did Stanstead tie th® 9am® „„

had numerous chances to win outright. However, after a solid 80

m*nute™the score was tied at 1-1. Unfortunately, a second

yellow card and the subsequent red card were

Anartan defender Having to play a man down in the interest n9

ET?AC playoff format proved too costly, as Galt managed to tak

advantage and slot home a well-placed goal, sending th

rJSn’s^eCCw
,

,

dedication We may not have achieved the results we wanted,

bufwe played well, with class and good sportsmanship. There

m Thanks aaain to Mr May for his valuable goalkeeping

SSSJSS5 The hi®, of p»a, h®
and determination continues!

- Coach Chandler
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(Front l-r) Colleen Hamilton, Catherine Quirion, Emilie Gamache, Anchi Numfor, Kelly Foran,
Maxie Plante, Sarah Lefort, Alyssa Palmer-Dixon, Blanche Du Sault, Hailey Nadeau, Chelsy
Martin, (rear l-r) Coach Van Dyke, Rosalie Abdo, Jessica Emond, Naomi Orth, Olivia

McGuigan, Vanessa Champagne, Melina Boudreau, Maya Basa, Coach Hutchinson
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~hinq you gentleman. I wi

. me everything you had

i! Go well.

The 2010 junior boys

numbers but large i

The boys began t.

.

losses but through

turned things a. - -

season with 6 wins

SaC record of 6 wins

drew Bishop’s College I

semi-final game,

SuccessJ3CS struck first

t ^ struck again but we

i m the final four minutes

I twice to win and move or

ltScoldanddisappoin
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and left it all on the field

they had, and Should be

Itwas a pleasure coat

remember your smiles,

desire fo win. You gave

and for that I
thank you

. Coach Rioux
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Not even close, we
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life lesson
as any-

and memories do.

Coach G and Coach L

(Front l-r) Julia Gilpin, Jessica Tomeo, Meghan Martin, Sarah Lessard,

Abigale Vanluvender, Maria Cecilia Camarena, Chantal Bedard, Emily Norris,

Charly Gilpin, Karla Barrutieta, Marina Moreno, (rear l-r) Coach Grenier, Paola

Rubio, Jackie Vargas, Tiffany Hsu, Paulina Guerra, Priscilla Encinas, Ana
Ventosa, Daniela Diaz, Maria Jose Peon, Coach Langlois. Missing: Mariya

Zinchenko, Frida Picazo

(Front l-r) Marc Lafleche, Juan Carlos Rodriguez, Paul Miller, Lucas Zwaagstra,

Salvador Rio, Spencer Martin, Ander Escobar, Alvaro Ojeda, Jose Gomez, (rear

l-r) Coach Rioux, Tom Boulanger, Mohamed Gamal Hassan, Jorge Zarur,

Coach Saunder
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Coach Standage

(Front l-r) Benjamin Clermont, Alexander Clermont, Jordan Norris,

Devin Wang, Jean-Samuel Couture, Derius Gilpin, Benjamin Smith,
(rear l-r) Liam Buck-Thompson, Matthias Emond, Martin Siu, Coach
Standage
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(Front l-r) Deana Kolva, Sophie Blair, Yuan Liu, Lyanne Carruthers, Madyson
St-Pierre, Aisha Weider, Rina Matsumoto, (rear l-r) Sarah Savoie, Janine
Diamond, Susannah Wolfe, Dinah-Marie Sam, Kalene Blackned, Coach
Reynolds. Missing: Johanna Bosch, Maria Jose Peon, Coach Smith.
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(Front l-r) Lisanne Conradt, Justine Gelinas, Rebecca Schleuter, Wyatt Hamby,
Malcolm Wood-Downey, Joseph Harvey, Jonathan Archer, David Wood-Downey,
Charlie Ng, Emilio Flores, Pisit Wetchayanwiwat, (rear l-r) Coach Ross, Liam Gribbon,

Annika Pinger, David Langlois Ng, Tristan Emond, Jason Cowen, David

Scraire, Chris Blair, Coach Prevost, Coach Fenwicke

born «» ^“v««

ssrsssi— mET,ac

banner.

- Coach Ross

"ETIAC cbciM'pions!

Chris Hodge, Jake Fagen, Robyn Diamond, Philippe Martinie, Alex

Place, Bobby Baillargeon



athletic

assembly

JUSTINE SELINAS -

W. GREENSHIELDS TROPHY

& JUNOR S

Helped lead X-country

team to first ETIAC
championship

ANDREW NORRIS -

BOBBY MOORE TROPHY

& MAJOR S

A thorn in the side of

every opponent

PIETRO ANTONEUI -

W.A. KETCHEN TROPHY

a MAJOR S

Single-minded player

with nine touchdowns

VANESSA CHAMPAGNE -

MERLE GRIFFIN TROPHY

a MAJOR S

Key defence who
saved the team's bacon

countless times

GIRLS SOCCER BANTAM S GIRLS SOCCER JUINIOR S

Coach Reynolds, Lyanne Carruthers, Coach Smith Chantal Bedard, Coach Grenier, Jessica Tomeo,
Emily Norris, Meghan Martin, Coach Langlois

BOYS SOCCER BANTAM S BOYS SOCCER JUNIOR S

Jordan Norris, Coach Standage, Ben Smith Coach Saunders, Spencer Martin, Paul Miller, Lucas

Zwaagstra, Coach Rioux

BOVS SOCCER SENIOR S FOOTBALL SENIOR S
Jonas Fredriksson, Coach Chandler, Ryan Smith, Justin Charbonneau, Coach Elliot, Elliot Vaillancourt,

Coach May, Thomas Wenzel Dylan Gareau

CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNING

Coach Ross, David Zal (Senior S), Annika Pinger

(Senior S), Justine Gelinas (Junior S), Coach Prevost





_ CHRISTMAS DANCE



JUNIOR SCIENCE FAIR _
Grade!

1st: Susannah Wolfe and Rina Matsumoto

2nd: Beniamin Clermont

Honorable mention: Benjamin Smith

Grade 8

1st: David Wood Downey

2nd: Julia Gilpin and Paola Rubio

3rd: Jose Antonio Gomez and Juan Carlos Rodriguez

Honorable mention: Johanna Bosch and Madyson St-Pierre

Grade 9

1st: Emilio Flores

2nd: Paulina Guerra

3rd: Roger Peng and YouZhi Hu

Honorable mention: Melina Boudreau and Emily

Norris-, Paul Miller and Gharly

Gilpin



— WINTER CARNIVAL
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Prefects were
perfect in " High
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We're Not Going to
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Mr. Rioux rocks
the teachers



fishing m
ie de la

*
Perade Jr

Building a home
in Mexico

.pants

Rosalie Ahdo
Claude Charest |$r
Lissi Conradt -w,
Emilio Flores

Catherine Quirion
Philipp Scheutz
Thomas Sharp
Bliss Wetchayanwiwat
Staff

Caitlin Berry

Eryn Hessian

Keri Reynolds

Amy Wolfe
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Hi

Set list

Mr G & Mr Van Dyke
No Woman No Cry

Susannah & Mr G
My Heart Will Go On

Ceci & Tono
Break Even

Chelsy, Etienne & Mr G
Just Breathe

Etienne &? Mr Mendieta
Prelude in C

Mrs May, Mr Van Dyke
&? David WD

Let Me Be The One

Ceci, Karla &? Mr Mendieta
Paparazzi

Tono &= Mr Van Dyke
Stairway to Heaven

SC Glee
Don't Stop believing

Rosalie, Bobby, Blanche 8e Mr G
Beautiful

Ming Yi, Dian, You Zhi &? Alex Lee
Nothing is Gonna Change

my Love for You

Prefects &? G & Dyke
Hey Jude

Coon, Max, Etienne &? Robyn
Name

Bobby, Robyn & Etienne
Sweet Dreams

Etienne, Mr Mendieta, Tono &
Robyn

All Along the Watchtower

Tono, Mr Mendieta, Etienne &?

Robyn
Put Your Lights On

G-Dyke Productions, Hodgey,
Chelsy &? Blanche

Battlefield

G-Dyke Productions, Hodgey,
Blanche 8e special guest

Mr. Thompson
Angel

Chantal, RiAnchi, Chelsy, Coon, G
& Dyke

Love the Way You Lie - Part 1

—CAFE CAPPUCCINO





We started the season with 1 2 roster players, plus a few practice

players, and were basically a pretty young team. It was a year where

any team could have won the ETIAC league and playoff.

Unfortunately for us, we did not seize our opportunities to do so. Out

of our four league losses, two we handed to our opponents, blowing

leads of over 15 points in the second half of games. One was in our

first game of the season, but the second time happened near the end

of the season when we were in fine form and had the eventual league

champions on the ropes by 19 at MV, ending up losing by four while

having key players foul out of the game. In some games, I decided to

play everybody equal minutes, which affected our overall won-loss

record, but I felt it was more important to get people minutes than just

go for wins, especially when on the losing side of tournaments.

The Anderson Tourney was in Quebec City this year. In our first

game, we lost a close one to BCS, and since it was a five-team

round-robin and the QHS team was again very, very good, we knew

our fate was basically sealed after that loss. We played everyone in

rotation the rest of the weekend and watched as QHS destroyed all of

the teams to take the Anderson once again.

In the ETIAC Playoffs, we, as #3, played #2 Galt. I said to the boys

that whichever team won the game would probably win the trophy

that day as both teams seemed poised to take whichever team would

come out of the #1 MV vs #4 BCS game. We played our worst game

of the second half of the season, and despite playing so terribly

(missing 15 free throws in the second half), were still within reach of a

win with two minutes to go in the fourth quarter, but lost by four. As

predicted, Galt was propelled by their victory over us and went on to

take the championship final over MV.

At the Visser Provincial Tourney, we met QHS and CRHS, losing to

both by 40-point margins. Another disappointing end to a season!

Our overall record was 6-1 2, including a 4-4 record in regular

season league play. There were a few laughs... Campbell called to

sub in the game and running out of the gym, his time-out huddle

sneak, and the famous fight/handshake; Zal’s break-neck free throws;

my chocolate/pants mishap en route to QHS; and Hayley’s French fry

poster for Sean to name a few. We needed a little more focus,

consistency, determination as a group plus better performances from

the leaders at key points in the season. I hope everyone realizes that

we did not match our potential as a team and that these chances only

come around once in a while. You must make the most of them, or

live with the regrets that come with not achieving your best results.

Thanks to you all, and best wishes to the graduating players.

- Coach Simard

Claude Charest, James Savory, Felix Wang, Alex Lee, Sean Fry, Jethro Chang, Ken

Ye, David Zai, Max Daniel, Sean Scribner, Campbell Wolfe, Fabrice Joseph, Chris

Savory, Spencer De La Bruere, Frank Lee, Coach Simard

im«r
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Undefeated
in ETIAC!
League &
playoff

champs!

It had been 16 years since I'd last coached junior boys, but going into this

season I still thought I knew what to expect: 1 )
love of the game, and 2)

work ethic. And boy, these young men did not disappoint. The effort and

intensity they put into practices and games was unceasing and

unequalled, and I have never coached a group of players who spent more

of their free time enjoying their craft. These boys just loved to play ball.

They were also fast. So, given our strengths we decided to play a

pressure-defence, hyper, up-tempo style. We did not even bother

incorporating a set offence until the last month of the season. We would

just defend like Dobermans, and then try to run teams off the court. Our

fast break was so quick that we regularly scored 35 points per game off of

it, with at least 10 of those coming after made baskets. Even good teams

couldn’t deal with it for an entire game. Sure, we could be slowed down

for a while, but by the fourth quarter the other team would be too fatigued,

physically and mentally, to continue focusing on transition defence.

Consequently we won every single fourh quarter we played.

Ultimately this style of play translated directly into success. In fact,

2010-11 was the most dominant junior basketball team in Spartan history.

First we went undefeated in ETIAC league play, winning the regular

season banner for the first time ever. Then we won the BCS Invitational

Tournament, again for the first time in history. Then we prevailed at the

ETIAC Playoffs in a gutsy victory over nemesis BCS, collecting the

Championship Trophy for only the second time ever. And finally, to top it

all off, Stanstead qualified for the Davis Provincial Tournament for the first

time, proudly representing the Eastern Townships against powerhouse

squads from Montreal and the South Shore.

All in all, the Spartans finished with a sterling record of 16 wins vs 2

losses (both losses coming at the Davis, one by a single point).

Gentlemen, you should all be exceptionally proud of yourselves and your

teammates. Congratulations to every one of you, and special kudos to

Ander Escobar, Paul Miller, Roger Peng and Alvaro “The Spider” Ojeda

for their Junior S Awards.

It has been a real pleasure coaching you guys. I thank you all for this

memorable season. I will never forget you.

- Coach Van Dyke

Coach Van Dyke, Salvador "Chava" Rio, Paul Miller, Cornelius Torkhul, Roger Peng,

Alvaro Ojeda, Valentin Pfneur, Rory Butler, Jose Antonio Gomez, Jason Lee, Ander

Escobar, Juan Carlos Rodriguez, Jorge Zarur, Peter Lin.



It s hard to envision a season where you have only one returning player
and barely enough players to have a team. But with a lot of heart and
determination, these boys were ready to play at any given moment. With
the help of TC, latecomers Yuki and Eric, our team was quick and eager
to learn. There were countless hours spent on passing, dribbling and
shooting. From the beginning of the season to the end, these gentlemen
showed tremendous improvement, and I cannot wait to see what they
bring in the coming years.Coach May, Martin Siu, Jean-Samuel Couture, Matthias Emond, TC Chang,

Alexandre Clermont, Ben Clermont, Ben Smith. Missing: Yuuki Hara, Eric Tang.

Our basketball season this year was certainly an eventful one, with
many bumps along the road." We encountered our fair share of
adversity, but also had many positive, even hilarious moments! We
were talented, worked hard and learned the value of never giving up c
something. When we played our best, this team was competitive with
everyone in the league. When we didn’t try very hard, it was the
opposite. On the court, everyone will remember the overtime victories,
the two-point fourth-quarter wins and the nail-biting foul shots. Off the
court, we learned that there is a lot more to being winners than lay-up:
-Ms. Hessian

Ms. Hessian, Maria Jose Peon, Lyanne Carruthers, Mariya Zinchenko, Priscille
Encinas, Susannah Wolfe, Charly Gilpin, Dinah-Marie Sam, Janine Diamond
Madyson St-Pierre, Aisha Weider, Kalene Blackned, Rina Matsumoto. Missinq
Jone Muller



The 2010-11 team included 12 returning players and 13 new

recruits. Our season began with a 4-3 overtime victory on Parents’

Day against Academie St-Louis and ended with a convincing 1 0-2

win against a Midget U18 team in Lidinge, Sweden. In between, the

team performed as well as any other Spartan squad in recent

memory, finishing with a record of 41 -20-4.

Memorable moments included prep school tournament wins at the

Tilton School in November, the Northwood School in January and

the Cegep Ste-Foy inaugural tournament in March. Notably, the last

two tournaments included heated victories over rival Hill Academy,

overshadowing a dramatic loss in the finals during our home

Invitational in early January.

In Midwest Prep Hockey League play, we finished with a record of

6-6-1
,
placing third in the Northeast Division, just three points out of

first place. In perhaps the most anticipated moment of the season,

the team fell short during our quarter-final match-up against Lake

Forest Academy, losing 2-0 and marking the only time of the year

that we were blanked on the scoreboard. However, our season

continued, and we had the historic opportunity of being the last ever

Spartan team to play in the old arena, defeating Ontario Hockey

Academy 7-3 on a beautiful Saturday afternoon in March.

In keeping with tradition, the team traveled overseas to compete in

a series of exhibition games in Finland, Estonia and Sweden. We

enjoyed a wonderful tour of these magnificent countries, finishing

with a record of 5 and 1 and taking in many cultural and historical

sites.

Clearly this was a year to remember in many ways. In particular, I

want to congratulate the three seniors who earned NCAA Division I

Scholarships to Maine University, as well as all of the other seniors

who found excellent homes with Junior A teams for 201 1-2012.

1

sincerely thank all of you for a remarkable season and wish every

graduate success in your future endeavours. Moreover, I want to

especially thank the team captains for their leadership and efforts

throughout the season, as well as a very special thank you to Coach

Perretta and Coach Corcoran for their tireless assistance and

friendship. You all made this a season to remember. Lastly, I also

want to thank the undergraduates for their numerous and important

contributions to the team’s success. I am already looking forward to

2011-12 when we enter the brand new Pat Burns Arena. Go well.

-Coach Rioux

Northwood,
Tilton, Ste-Foy
Tournament

wins!

(Front) Simon-Pierre Boulous, Swann Boisvert, Pietro Antonelli, Maxime Ruel, Pierre-

Alexandre Aucoin, Raphael Lacerte, Sebastien Charpentier, Felix Larrivee, (middle) Coach

Rioux, Kevin Millejours, Justin Lafleur, Dylan Gareau, Elric Boisvert, Dallas Blacksmith,

Hayden Chisholm, Mark Jankowski, Justin Charbonneau, Brian Taylor, Jonas Fredrikkson,

Coach Perretta, Coach Corcoran, (rear) Joey Champigny, Spencer Martin, Lucas Zwaagstra,

Carl St-Jean, Andrew Leslie



miuuyn cm yrdues ana ages ana tne sacntice ot time and energy
for the value and success of the season was never questioned.
On the ice this small group grew steadily into quite a force. The

girls worked hard in practice daily, we skated A LOT, and without
complaint. The reality of our situation was that we were a team of

fourteen player and three goalies, while our competition carried
3-4 lines. We knew we had to be conditioned, and it paid off.

Finishing with a record of 32-12-3, this group embraced the
concept of being a part of something greater then oneself.

Although it is essential to see each game with the same level of

importance in order to build and maintain good habits, I believe
that the North American Prep League play will certainly echo in

the memories of the season for these young ladies for quite some
time. Having built a strong foundation during league play, this

small but fearless group approached the championship weekend
with this mindset: that all they could ask of themselves and of

each other is to focus on playing together every shift of every
period of every game. Do that and their strength as a unit would
carry them through. During both the semi-final and the
championship game we found ourselves trailing at the start, but
were relentless and kept pressing. This approach certainly paid off

in the final as not only did we find ourselves trailing on the
scoreboard but an unfortunate and terrible call left us down a
player for over half the game. Although shaken and disappointed,
the girls carried on, pushed for the equalizer (which we thought we
had once but had to prove again) and forced the overtime
shootout.

In short, it is impossible to describe how incredibly proud Coach
Ross and I are of the girls and their accomplishments. It has been
a tremendous honour and privilege to have had the great fortune
to work with this group of wonderful young ladies. Thank you, and
congratulations.

-Coach Hutchinson

(Front) Tiffany Hsu, Alyssa Palmer-Dixon, Hailey Nadeau, Sarah Lefort, Kelly Foran Maxie
Plante, Abby Vanluvender, Meghan Martin, Emily Norris, (rear) Coach Hutchinson,
Catherine Quirion, Justine Gelinas, Vanessa Champagne, Julia Gilpin, Olivia McGuigan,
Sarah Savoi, Melina Boudreau, Coach Ross

NAPHA
division &
league
champs!
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(Front) Joseph Harvery, Justin Coon, Spencer Martin, Ryan Smith, Bobby Baillergeon,

Elliot Vaillancourt, Jason Cowen, Jordan Buck-Thompson, Andrew Norris, (middle)

Coach Chandler, Liam Gribbon, Jonathan Archer, Emilio Flores, Derius Gilpin,

Thomas Wenzel, Cody Halikas, Jonathan Levitt, Gustavo Viedma, Rhys Davies, Coach

May, (rear) Marc Richer-Lafleche, Jordan Norris, Liam Buck-Thompson

The junior boys had their share of bumps this

season. For example, for every single away game

one of our players forgot a piece of hockey

Helmets, shoulder pads, jock straps...

even skates. We had to play some games short-

handed due to injuries, suspensions, sickness,

even because they forgot to attend

class!

But for every bump, there were many more

that made me proud to coach this team,

instance . .

.

I was proud that our team was made up of

players from every grade. I was proud of the leadership the

older players provided as they made everyone feel like an important part of

the team. I was proud of our two Mexican boys who developed substantially

over the course of the season.

I was proud that our game schedule was tough this year. This meant that

for every game we had to try our hardest and play together or we would get

blown out on the scoreboard. Fortunately, there were only a few lopsided

scores.

I was proud of the young guys, some whom weighed the same as one of

Bobby’s legs, for playing with pride, heart and determination. I was proud of

our Grade 10 players for their solid and consistent play. I was proud of the

boys who came down from Senior to help us out and provide more depth

and skill.

Finally, I was proud of the attitude, effort and behaviour of this team. It

was not easy going into games knowing we were the underdog, but we met

the challenge head-on and with class. I am proud of all of you.

On our first day of

there were three coaches for 6

swimmers. . . a pretty good ratio.

We made it to our international training facility,

and I asked the kids to do some laps to warm up. Mr. Channel, who

works at I ROC and who used to be the swim coach at SC asked me

if I would need floaties... I can’t remember if l laughed or cried. And

where was Blanche? After five year on the swim team, I'm not sure

what or who made her decide to try basketball... On that day, I

revised my goals: focus on the basic skills, on endurance... and

leave the butterfly out of the equation for a while.

And we did. Sixty laps per day, roughly 3000 laps total, which

means about 70 km of swimming since November.

And then, January came, the swimmers improved, and we received

some help from foreign countries: Australia, Cowansville and

Ogden. At the same time, we lost four swimmers for Academic

confinement., which meant that only 1 1 swimmers were allowed to

participate in the ETIAC meets.

In the end, after Blanche decided to join us, we qualified for 283

points, and managed to get 268 of them (roughly 95%). I remember

the days when the SC swim team had around 40 swimmers, and I

know how much such numbers could have helped us finish in first or

second place instead of third in the championship meet. But all in

all, with hard work and commitment, allow me to say that it was a

pretty good season.

- Coach Foster

=ront) Paulina Guerra, Daniela Diaz, Paola Rubio, Malcolm Wood-Downey,

Hanche Du Sault, (rear) Coach Foster, Pierre Emond, Alex Burke, Tristan Emond,

ou-Henri Scraire, Coach Andres. Missing: Natan Rosengaus, Hector Robledo,

aknh finettke. ChristoDher Hodae, Philippe Martinie, Jesus Bonilla



everyone involved with the team. Thanks to Mr. Prevost for joining

us and doing a marvelous job of showing students how it is done.
We “dressed up” the court areas by adding new furniture and
postings this year, in order to organize the events and practices
more efficiently. We had the opportunity to attend BCS as well as
Montreal at the Atwater Club, where our players learned a great
deal about higher levels of competition. They put in their one-
hundred percent at all times and it was a great pleasure to coach
them. Congratulations go to Philipp Schuetz and Rebecca Schleuter
for winning the top player awards.
Finally, to quote from the sports poem at assembly...
SO IT IS NOT ALWAYS EASY TO TURN THE PAGE
AND SAY SO LONG TO A TERRIFIC TEAM
YOU LED BY EXAMPLE AND MADE IT FUN
AND SHOULD BE PROUD OF WHETHER YOU LOST OR YOU
WON
AS A COACH, I COULD NOT ASK FOR BETTER THAN YOU
AND I THANK YOU FOR ALL THAT YOU DID - AND STILL DO.

(Front) Chantelle McKluskey, Emilie Gamache, Tiffany Huang, Maya Basa, Viv
Wang, Fabiola Barraza, Rebecca Schleuter, (rear) Coach Prevost, Sarah Less:
David Langlois Ng, Annik Williams, Philipp Scheutz, Luke Moffatt, Zhouying C
Elisabeth Charest, Coach Williams. Missing: Yuri Fernando, Darcy Fernando,
Vaillancourt, Thomas Sharp, Nayla Zeinneddin, Ken Ye, Billy Forsyth

This team was privileged to have 37 students participate,

ranging from students who had never seen snow let alone slap
on a pair of skis, to students who had been skiing many years.
We split our group into beginners and advanced. The beginners
were quick to note that the basics of cross-country skiing took
but a minute to learn after ambling across the snow, but hard to
master the more technical bits of stomping up hills, double
poling, diagonal stride, skating and, my personal favourite and
one that is fun to watch... careening down steep narrow hills,

bound into flimsy, skinny skis without edges... skittering out of
control. This particular manoeuvre is affectionately known as the
“scream and thump” technique because the skittering out of

control part is usually accompanied by screams of terror and
ends with a loud thump.

I am very impressed with the positive attitude and cheerful
disposition everyone exhibited each day. There was some
grumbling on the colder days. I have to say, the harder part was
getting outside. Once everyone was out and moving, the smiles
came and the chitchat was good.

The advanced group was made up of those who took on the
Canadian Ski Marathon challenge - more an individual challenge
and less a race, The entire course this year was 1 74 km over
two days, the equivalent of four full running marathons.
Participants can challenge as much or as little as they wish.
Bliss, who was brand new to skiing this year, negotiated 71 km
of trail in two days, and Chris Blair was able to negotiate 135 km
of the trail in two days while carrying a 20-pound pack.
See you next year!

- Coach Blair

(Front) Lei Wang, Deanna Pelletier, Sophie Blair, Robyn Diamond, Alex Place, Mohamed Gamal
Hassan, Lissi Conradt, Ana Sofia Ventosa, Jacquelyne Vargas, Hector Alcantara, Marina Moreno
Daniel Zuniga, Johanna Bosch, Alex Cooper, (rear) Coach Blair, Tom Boulanger, Etienne Scraire!
Jake Fagan, Jacob Huang, Dian Yu, Ming Yi Tang, Yuan Liu, You Zhi Hu, Tony Wu, Tina Wang.
Marco Siu, Charlie Ng, Eric Shi, Christopher Blair, David Wood-Downey, Bliss Wetchavanwiwat
Coach Corcoran



E.C. AMARON TROPHY

& MAJOR S

Most skilled and

athletic, could

dominate opponents

ROYS BASKETBALL SENIORS

Coach Simard, Alex Lee
GIRLS HOCKEY SENIOR S

Coach Ross, Catherine Quirion,

Coach Hutchinson

BOVS HOMEY SENIORS

Coach Cot :oran, Andrew Leslie, Coach

Rioux, Co: ch Perretta

GIRLS BASKETBALL BANTAM S

Coach Hessian, Lyanne

Carruthers

GIRLS BASKETBALL SENIOR S BOVS HOCKEY JUNIOR S

Coach Chandler, Ryan Smith, Bobby

Baillargeon, Andrew Norris, Coach May
Anchi Numfor, Coach Gallant,

Chelsy Me rtin

SWIMMING
Coach Foster, Daniela Diaz (Senior S), Malcolm Wood

Downey & Alex Burke (Junior S), Coach Andres

BOYS BASIETBAU JUNIORS

Roger Pen 5,
Ander Escobar, Coach Van Dyke, Paul

Miller, Ah ero Ojeda

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING

Bliss Wetchayanwiwat (most-improved advanced).

Coach Wilkinson, Chris Blair (most-accomplished

advanced). Coach Corcoran, Ana Sophia Ventosa

(most-improved beginnergirl), Tony Wu (most-

improved beginner boy). Coach Blair

Coach May, Jean-Samuel
Coach Wiliams, Pi

Scheutz (rpissing:

Rebecca Sfhleuter)

Couture

Top scorer in

league games,

MPHL all-star

Dominant offensive

force

Steady, quiet

leadership

Blazing speed,

constant energy!

UANESSA

CHAMPAGNE

Balanced athleti

incredibly smurf

MAXIE PLANTE

- HOCKEY

Extremely patieB

player, reads the

plays well

DYLAN GAR^AU-

DAWES TRO

& MAJORS
Leading set

skates hard

harder

PHY

irer,

,

passes
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Nice bare-handed

catch, AC!
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VIVA
MEXICO!

CHINA
ROCKS WITH
COKE!
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"There were puddles the size of the Great Lakes... all five of them...

I’m not going to lie to you, this was the hardest season

ever for the senior boys rugby team. At least, my hardest

season ever as a coach. To begin, we lost all of our games

at the CAIS national rugby tourney except our last one

(which we tied), but more importantly, we suffered eight

„ key injuries in that tourney which set the

M ^.>j» unfortunate tone for the season. More on this

w in a minute. We split the pre-season

exhibition games. We did place a

respectable fifth out of 12 teams

at the GMAA 7s tourney and tied

**) for third place at the RSEQ 7s

tourney. We went 0-3 in regular season, and

eventually were forced to decline the semi-final

game due to injuries and the inability to field enough

players.

The “hard” part of the season had nothing to do with losing

games. There is nothing wrong with losing. In fact, I have

Wenzel, Jesus Bonilla, Andrew Norris, Pietro
(Front) Claude Charest, Chris Savory, Thomas

Antonelli, Jason Cowen, Elliot Vallaincourt, He
-

4

Back: Coach Grenier, Daniel Zuniga, Jordan Buck-Thompson, Gustavo Viedma, Pierre

Emond, Sebastian Charpentier, Luke Moffat, Sean Fry, Chris Blair, Victor Haddad, James

written a lot on this subject and will say it again, you probably

learn a lot more from losing than you do from winning,

No, the hard part was not the lost games, but the

losses due to injuries. I have never seen

anything like it. Twenty-two out of 23

players were injured at some point
/

this year and some of them

for the entire season.
. iM

Compound this fact with

the craziest weather we

have ever seen: snow took

forever to melt and when it did there

were puddles the size of the Great Lakes,

yes, all five of them, on our fields. There were

times when the wind was bending back the corner flags

to the ground, or the rain, by gosh, the rain! So much water

that we barely played on our fields all season long. We actually

had a wet-vac going at one point to try to suck water off the field!

And then there was that musky swamp smell on our field by June,

which 1 am sure you boys will remember, all due to the crazy

amount of water. Ridiculous.

I hope the young guys on this team remember the trying times we

experienced this year. Trial by fire? Nope. Trial by water and

injuries! There is a young core of players on this team who were

responsible for our success at the 7s tourneys and who will be

returning next year with a fervour to change the tide (get the water

reference?). We must rebuild next year based on you guys’

collective desire and effort to succeed and overcome the odds-

against-us mentality that developed this year.

I am very proud of all of you. You chose to wear the Red & White

jerseys and represent your school in the toughest sport we offer

here at Stanstead College, and that, when all is said and done, is

what really matters in the end.
|

Special thanks to Tommy. I



senior girls ruab
Clear Eyes, Full Heart, Can't Lose - "Expect the Unexpected'

(j-ront) Emily Norris, Julia Gilpin, Alyssa Palmer-Dixon, Chelsy Martin, Colleen Hamilton
Blanche Du Sault, Anchi Numfor, Kelly Foran, Sarah Lessard, Chantal Bedard, Catherine
Quirion, (rear) Coach May, Rosalie Abdo, Vanessa Champagne, Justine Gelinas, Ana Sofia
Ventosa, Naomi Orth, Elena Jacob, Lisanne Conradt, Karla Barrutieta, Daniela Diaz Marina
Moreno, Coach Hessian

"Expect the Unexpected" was our motto this year-
little did we know just how true it would

become. We could not have expected
your tenacity, determination,

character, perseverance and
vision. We could not

have expected that

would lose to

BCS by 40 points at

CAIS and come back to

defeat them in the championship
and we could not have expected how

much we would enjoy spending time with
you. There will be many classic memories from

this season, some humorous, some muddy, some
sunny and some you might want to forget, but if you struggle

to remember what it really was - just remember what it felt like

When you grow up, and are as old as we are, or even older

-

we hope that you will be telling the athletes what it felt like

when you won the championship in 201 1 . Remember, your
character is your destiny.

- Ms. Hessian & Mrs. May

ETIAC Playoff

Champs!



"15 young men, strong and true...

This year's JB rugby season was, alas, one for the record

books. The quickest injuries, the fewest games in a season

and the fewest players. Despite this, the 15 young men,

strong and true, that played this season did so with heart

and vigour, winning two of their three full fixtures as

well as competing hard in the two 7’s

tournaments played in Montreal and at

BCS. They should be congratulated

on their efforts in different adverse

conditions. Congratulations

to Alvaro Ojeda Gomez and Matt

Emond for their Junior and Bantam S

awards respectively,

jj^^- Coach Standage
10<*I1



"
They did everything they could to help their teammates succeed...

"

This junior girls rugby season was such
an amazing experience and
learning opportunity. Most of \A i

I

these girls first walked 0 IH
onto the field never

having seen a rugby pi

ball before, but by the end jjt-i if!

of a very gruelling and
sometimes even painful season they

’^
sf'

walked off the field of their final game with

tears in their eyes, not because of injuries or
loss, but because they did not want their experience
with the sport to be over, Whether we fielded 15 (yes, it did

happen. ..once) or 7. the girls put

their heart and soul into every *>»-

game and every practice drill.

They gave everything they had, then they dug
down deep and gave a little bit more. They fought for the

" *"

ball, they tackled time and time again, they ran as fast as they could,
sometimes with three or four opponents hanging off of them, and did
everything they could to help their teammates succeed. By the end of the
season we had succeeded in our main goal as coaches, to help these
young girls fall in love with a sport that’s not just about the points, but
more about the team that plays with the most heart, the group of people
that fight alongside one another, support each other and— win together no
matter what the final score. For this, Caitlin and I thank you for a most
amazing season, and we hope that you will continue to love the game of
rugby as much as we loved this unforgettable season with you!

* w 1w w w
r~ A



like to congratulate jr

Eric Tang who was
arded Most Improved W aV
yer. By the end of the

on, he was strong BUlB^H

Royals. We would also

congratulate Maude

both being awarded the MVP ^Hr

Fabrice Joseph and Dylan

being the 2011 Stanstead College Softball Homerun

Champions. They each hit 10 homeruns in a season

with only 30 games!

At the end of the season, we also held the first

ever Stanstead College Softball Skills Competition

in which throwing, hitting, pitching and running were

all areas in which the players were judged. Our

fastest runners were Tiffany Hsu and Fabrice

Joseph, our furthest throwers were Sarah Lefort and

Mark Jankowski, and our best hitter was Dylan

Gareau.

Congratulations to all teams and players who

participated! It was a great season!

i - Coach M. Corcoran

Royals celebrate an undefeated season

This softball season was challenging yet rewarding. All six

teams (over 65 players) completed the season successfully and

contributed immensely. Each team assisted and supported each

other through the various successes and failures along the way.

The Royals pulled off the unthinkable this season. Each

member displayed outstanding commitment to the team, as

well as versatility and positivity. The Royals were

undefeated all season and are the 201 1 Stanstead

-

*
fc College Softball Champions.

As we entered the playoffs, it was

clear that the Royals would be in the

finals, though nobody was sure who

would come out on top as playoff winners.

The Cardinals were an equally matched

opponent in the final

game, and nearly won

j
the playoffs. In the last

,• SpS
|

inning, the game was

PHMPPli tied and the Royals were
!

at bat. With already two

out, the Cardinals had

the opportunity stop the

I Royals in their tracks.

J* I Maude Theberge came at

.... I bat with determination in

I her eyes. It was a perfect

RBI hit to allow the

Royals to win the game,

and remain undefeated!

Throughout the season

there were a few players

I who stood out. We would

(Front) Tony Wu, Spencer De La Bruere, Tom

Boulanger, You Zhi Hu, (rear) Kody Halikas, Nayla

Zeineddin, Campbell Wolfe, Vivien Wang, Jethro

Chang, Jonas Fredriksson

(Front) Jason Lee, Max Ruel, Darcy Fernando, Lou-

Henri Scraire, (rear) Marco Siu, Eric Tang, Abigale

Vanluvender, Derius Gilpin-Mark, Maude Theberge,

Dylan Gareau, Zhouying Duan

Cardinals

(Front) Thomas Sharp, Cornelius Turkuhl, Rory

Butler, Martin Siu, Tiffany Huang, (rear) Bliss

Wetchayanwiwat, Charlie Ng, Paul Miller, Kasey

Brackett

Athletics

(Front) Robyn Diamond, Jean-Samuel Couture,

Ben Clermont, (rear) Philippe Martinie, Etienne

Scraire, Alex Place, Hamad Alsuwailem, Frank Lee

Felix Larrivee, David Langlois Ng, Peter Lin

(Front) Rhys Davies, Spencer Martin, Deanna
(Front) Alex Clermont, Tiffany Hsu, YuukilHara, Dian (Front

> Basa . Anthony

uaas.’r -“ TC



There was a good turnout for the golf team this season with
many talented golfers trying out, and a number of golfers
who simply wanted to learn the game. We managed to take
two teams to each of the tournaments, so the majority of the
golfers got to participate in at least one tournament. The
team placed first overall in three of the four regular season
tournaments, and went into the finals at Richmond with a 12-
stroke lead. The boys stayed focused on a course that was
very difficult due to so much rain this spring, and pulled it off

and won the finals by 14 strokes to capture the ETIAC
banner for the third straight year.

(Front) Eric Shi, Bobby Baillargeon, Dallas Blacksmith, Kevin Millejours, David Wood
Downey, (rear) Coach Smith, Emilio Flores, Jon Levitt, Simon Pierre Boulos, Swann
Boisvert, Lucas Zwaagstra, Coach Corcoran, Ryan Smith. Missing: Justin Coon

ETIAC champsfor 3rd year

Although the scores do not indicate such, there was some
very strong competition around the league, with

each school having some excellent golfers.

Two golfers had excellent individual

showings at the tournaments. Lucas won
the tournament at Lennoxville, and
Swann won the tournament at

Richmond, so congratulations go to

both of them, not only for the victories,

but also on being the deserving recipients of

Senior S awards. In the internal competition for the
Golf Shield, the boys ended up going to a playoff for the
second straight year. There was a three-way tie for the top
spot going into the final day of competition. Over the course of 13
rounds of nine holes, two golfers were tied for an average of 42.17
strokes/9 holes and a third golfer found himself at 42.27 strokes/9
holes. Final day results: Ryan 39, Swann 39 and Lucas 38, thus for

second year in a row, congratulations go to Lucas who wins the
coveted shield. Congratulations to all of the golfers for surviving a
wet and rainy season; you showed character and grit for all your
soggy hours on the course.

-Coach Smith

tennis
'Dream team " wins ETIAC banner

I would like to thank the players for becoming the “dream team” that
they were, while fulfilling every potential that was possible. We won
in most every category all season long as these players
demonstrated abilities, sportsmanship and consistency, that is

rarely seen to that highest of high standard. We won the ETIAC
banner and all local events in the Eastern Townships area. These
players have shown what is possible at Stanstead, and I would like

to make particular congratulations to the team for working together
and trying hard in each and every category. The Shield winners this
year were Melina Boudreau in girls and Hayden Chisholm in the
boys category. Congratulations also to Justin Lafleur, Justin
Charbonneau, Jessica Emond and Paulina Guerra for winning the
Senior S awards and to Melina Boudreau, Hayden Chisholm and
Joey Champigny for winning the Major S awards. Special thanks to
Yuri, our outstanding team manager this year, and to Madame
Langlois for her assistance throughout the season.
I TIP MY HAT AND NOW TELL YOU ALL
THERE'S NEVER BEEN A TEAM LIKE YOU
IT’S THE CROWNING ON MY COACHES WALL
TO KNOW YOUR HEARTS AND SKILLS WERE TRUE
TO KNOW THAT YOU ALL SHOWED YOUR BEST
YOU PLAYED YOUR HARDEST .. PASSED THE TEST I THANK
YOU ALL.... YOU MADE THIS WORTH
ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD WITH LAUGHS AND MIRTH
- Coach Williams

(Front) Melina Boudreau, Maxie Plante, Hailey Nadeau, Mariya Zinchenko, Paulina Guerra,
Jessica Emond, Jacquie Vargas, Maria Alvarado, Elisabeth Charest, (rear) Coach Williams
Annik Wiliams, Pierre-Alexandre Aucoin, Yuri Fernando, Raphael Lacerte, Jake Fagen,
Philip Scheutz, Elric Boisvert, David Zal, Max Daniel, Hayden Chisholm, Justin
Charbonneau, Justin Lafleur, Joey Champaigny, Mohomed Gamal Hassan, Coach Lanqlois
Missing: Hector Alcantara



spring

athletic

assembly

ANCHI NUMFOR &

VANESSA CHAMPAGNE -

ROGER MARINO CUP

& MAJORS
Anchi - the pressure

cooker; Vanessa - a

tenacious player.

Seen here with Coach

Hessian, Coach May and

guest speaker Steve

Mitchell (71)

TENNIS SENIOR S

Coach Williams, Justin Charbonneau, Justin Lafleur,

Paulina Guerra, Jessica Emond, Coach Langlois

RUGBY SENIOR S

May, Colleen Hamilton, Coach Hessian

GOLF SHIELD & SENIOR S

Lucas Zwaagsrta (Shield winner). Coach Smith,

Swann Boisvert
Williams, Hayden Chisholm, Melina

eau, Coach Langlois, (rear) Steve Mitchell

GIRLS RUGBY JUNIOR S

Coach Berry, Jessica Tomeo, Coach Gallant
iUGBY BANTAM & JUNIORS

Wells, Mathias Efrond (Bantam), Alvaro

(Junior), Coach Standage

ALL-CAMPUS CHAMPS: WEST
Steve Mitchell, Swann Boisvert, Anchi

Numfor, Paul Miller, Emily Norris

SOFTBALL MVPs
Max Ruel, Coach Carruthers, Maude

Theberge

SOFTBALL CHAMPIONS: ROYALS
Max Ruel, Lou-Henri Scraire, Coach

Carruthers

Cheisy Martin

- Rugby

The cornerstone

Alyssa Palmer-

Dixon

- Rugby
The playmaker

Hayden

Chisholm

- Tennis

Most teclmically

strong player

Melina

Boudreau

- Tennis

Unparalleled skills

Joey

Champigny

- Tennis

Unquestionable

standards on am

off the court
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BACCALAUREATE

Centenary United

Church, Saturday,

June 18, 2011

1

All our dreams can come true... if we

have the courage to pursue them.

Walt Disney



EEG

Hailey

Huckins Memorial

Mike Huckins

Joanne Ross presents the Rotary

Club Service Award to Jason

Cowen

Catherine Quirion receives the

Banting Bursary from Jonathan

Cowen (1972)

3431

Joseph Harvey receives the

Junior Debating Award from

Mr. Rioux

Alumni Bursary recipient Brian

Taylor with John McKay (1952)

During the 2010/2011 academic year,

there were 34 students in Grade 12.

32 students received university

acceptances. 1 applied to CEGEP and was
accepted, 1 applied to an Ontario College

and was accepted.

95% of the class will attend four year

college or university5% of the class will

attend a two year college

29% of the graduating class accepted

offers from Ontario

29% of the graduating class accepted

offers from the USA

3 students accepted offers from Quebec
universities

3 students accepted offers from Maritime

universities

1 student accepted an offer from a

university in Mexico
1 student accepted an offer from a

university in the UK
4 students will be deferring their

acceptances to play junior hockey while

studying part time

A total of 39 scholarships were offered,

valued at approximately $800,000.

Guest speaker Michael Peirce,

Class of 1973

Joey Champigny receives the

Eric T. Webster Scholarship from

trustee Philip Webster

Scott Waugh (1970) presents the

Raymond Lester Memorial to

Fabrice Joseph

Multi-winner Kelly Foran

receives the Governor-General's

Medal from guest Michael Peirce



Wilder Shield

& Pitcher Prize

ji

3 EE
000

Pitcher Prize winner Max Ruel

with presenter Michael Peirce

Wilder Shield winner Melina

Boudreau with guest Michael

Peirce

Alex Lee receives the

Headmaster's Award from

Mr. Wolfe

Brian Denney (1964) presents the

The Shirley Wolter Trophy to

Vanessa Champagne

Pietro Antonelli receives the

Thomas Johnson Memorial

Trophy from Alex Philip (1957)

Emily Norris receives the

Faculty-Staff Award from Mr.

Wells

Chelsy Martin won the John

H. E. Colby Scholarship,

presented here by Mr . Colby s

daughter Jocelyne St-Pierre

Ian Spofforth presents the

Spofforth Trophy to multiple

prize-winner Frank Lee



2011 academic awards
Grade 7
Amaron Prize for French

English

Geography

History

Mathematics

Music

Science & Technology

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais

Benjamin Roy Cardozo Smith

Susannah Caryn Wolfe

Susannah Caryn Wolfe

Susannah Caryn Wolfe

Benjamin Clermont

Benjamin Roy Cardozo Smith

Benjamin Clermont

Benjamin Clermont

Grade 8
Amaron Prize for French

Art

English

Geography

History

Mathematics

Music

Science & Technology

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais

Maria Cecilia Camarena Villa

Dinah Marie Sam

Johanna Bosch

Lyanne Carruthers

Maria Cecilia Camarena Villa

Yuan Liu

Jose Antonio Gomez Aguado

Lyanne Carruthers

Sarah Savoie

Grade 9
Amaron Prize for French

Art

English

History

Mathematics

Music

Science

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais

Technology

Meghan Martin

Melina Boudreau

.... Marc Richer-Lafleche

Malcolm Wood-Downey

Melina Boudreau

Zhi Yuan (Vicky) Liu

Malcolm Wood-Downey

Melina Boudreau

Paulina Guerra

Grade 10
A. Mackenzie Prize for English ....

Amaron Prize for French

Art

Computer Science

Dance

EcoChem

Historical Society Prize

Mathematics

Music

Physics

Science & Technology

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais

Natan Rosengaus Rangel

Spencer Martin

Miaokang (Tony) Wu
... Pisit Wetchayanwiwat

Catherine Quirion

.... Tzu Ting (Tiffany) Hsu

Catherine Quirion

.... Tzu Ting (Tiffany) Hsu

Dian Yu

Catherine Quirion

Maude Theberge

Catherine Quirion

Grade 11
A. Mackenzie Prize for English Kelly Foran
Amaron Prize for French Naomi Orth

Lisanne Conradt
Bl0l09y

Kelly Foran
Chemis,rv

Kelly Foran
J. Brian Clarke Economics Prize Kelly Foran
J.D. Fergusson History Prize Philipp Schuetz
Mathematics

Justin Lafleur

Pl,ysics
Kelly Foran

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais joey Champigny

Grade 12
Art

Biology

Chemistry

Comparative Polics

Economics

English

Human Geography ..

Mathematics

Philosophy

Physics

Psychology

Sociology

MayaFrances Robena Basa

Blanche Du Sault

Shin Haw (Frank) Lee

Sebastian Charpentier

Tiffany Huang

Jessica Amanda Emond

Blanche Du Sault

Shin Haw (Frank) Lee

Colleen Hamilton

Shin Haw (Frank) Lee

Jesus Antonio Bonilla Vazquez

Jessica Amanda Emond

Junior School Prize
Improvement in French

Second Language Spencer De La Bruere

Senior School Prize
John Wells-hnprovement

In French Second Language n.an vu



2011 special prizes

The Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity Maya Ftances Robena Rasa

The Thespian Shield for Acting Rosalie Abdo

The Director’s Award in Theatre Arts Foey Champigny

The Music Prize (for contribution to music in the school) Paulina Guerra

The Choir Award Uam Gri,,l,0,,

The Jazz Band Award Dian Yu

The Yearbook Award fl,yssa Palnter-Dixoii

The Technology Prize
Sean Scriliner

The lee Audet Trophy Senior Public Speaking ,osenh Haruev

The Kathleen Harper Junior Public Speaking Paola Rubio Boring

The Junior Debating Award Rorv Micholas Bu,ler

The Senior Debating Award Maya Frances Robena Rasa

The Rotary Club Service Award (for service above self in the school community) Jason Cowen

The King Constantine Medal (for commitment to Round Square ideals) Fabrice Joseph

The Alumni Bursary Award (to a deserving Grade 11 student going into Grade 12) Brian Mate Taylor

The Trustees Scholarship Tzu Ting <Tiffany) Hsu

The Gordon Dsher Jones Memorial Prize (to the Grade 12 student who has attended Stanstead College for one

year and who has made an exceptional contribution through involvement in all aspects of school life) Nayla Zeineddin

The Everest Award (Awarded to a Grade 12 student who has overcome challenges and

shown significant improvement) Maya Frances Robena Rasa

The Billy Huckins Memorial Scholarship (for dedication, hard work, achievement and above ail courage) Hailey Nadeau

The Raymond Lester Memorial Award (to the student who has most benefited from being at the school) Fabrice Joseph

The Fountain Family Scholarship (to a deserving Northeast Kingdom student) Spencer Martin

The Banting Bursary Award (to a returning local student for academic achievement) Catherine Quirion

The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (to a local junior student returning to school) Rory Nicholas Butler

The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (to a local senior student returning to school) Cbelsy Martin

The Eric T. Webster Award (to a deserving returning student) Joey Champigny

The A.P. Gordon Prize for Science Ke,lv Fo|,an

The McGill Science Medal Award Ke,ly Foran

The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics Shin Haw (Frank) Lee

The Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (to the top student entering an Engineering program) Hayden Connor Chisholm

The Ralph W. Merry Scholarship (to the top student entering a Humanities program) Rosalie Abdo

House Director’s Award:

Bugbee House yu Feng Mason) Lee

Colby House Maria Jose Peon Rodriguez

Davis House Shin Haw (Frank) Lee

Webster House Colleen Hamilton

The Sheila Ferguson Shield (to the all-round junior girl athlete of the year) Melina Boudreau

The S.F. Abbot Memorial Shield (to the all-round junior boy athlete of the year) Alvaro Ojeda Gomez

The Shirley Wolter Trophy (to the all-round senior girl athlete of the year) Vanessa Champagne

The Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy (to the all-round senior boy athlete of the year) Pietro Antonelli

The Trueman-McFadyen Award (to a graduating girl for proficiency in academics & athletics) Anchi Bih Numfor

The Bowman Hall Award (to a graduating hoy for proficiency in academics & athletics) Joey Champigny

The Faculty-Staff Award (to a returning student who is deemed most likely to benefit from returning to

Stanstead College and who exemplifies the qualities of health, wisdom and integrity) Emily Norris

The Headmaster's Award (to an active and positive citizen in the Stanstead College community) Shin Hann (Alex) Lee

The John H.E. Colby Scholarship (for dedication to school, mission, programs) Cbelsy Martin

The Grade 7 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 7) Benjamin Clermont

The Grade 8 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 8) Juan Carlos Rodriguez Diaz

The Grade 9 Academic Award (the highest overall average in Grade 9) Melina Boudreau

The Burks Bronze Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 10) Catherine Quirion

The Governor General’s Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 11) RoRv Foran

The Birks Silver Medal (the highest overall average in Grade 12) Shin Haw (Frank) Lee

The Wilder Shield (to the junior student with the most positive influence) Melina Boudreau

The Pitcher Memorial Prize, the school's highest award (to the student who has exerted the

greatest influence for good) Maxime Ruel
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Congratulations, Jon.

We are proud of

you.

Mom, Dad and

Daniel

Congratulations, Jake!We can't watt to see whatyou no next.

Mom, Dan, Shown, MaxanhSugar
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dans le C06UP

les realises

ta vie t’appartient

sois ieureux
Dans tes projets

suis ta VOie
poursuis ta route

ton te guide

Pour tout I’amour que I’ on

porte d ton egard

A I’homme que tu es et que tu

deviendras

Carl
- Ta tamille j xx. .

.

5umrPterre chert.

Hourra, te voda fret four tumers&e!

hlous sommes tees fters de te reussde

el nous sommes certains cjue tu releveras

ton frocham deft. 5ache que cfiot tu

fasses nous te soutiendrons toujours.

Arec amour,

Maman & Pafam
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Best wishes

and lots of success

to all the 2011

Stanstead graduates.

Congratuations!

The Cowens

Jorge!

You are

the

greatest!

We are so

proud of

you!

Oad, Mom
and

brothers

If life tackles too hard,

call your personal rescue team!

Lots of love,

Stefan, Martin, Mama & Papa
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AP Photo/Office of Rep. Gabrielie Giffords. File

Canada Qves Back to Haiti

The Canadian Federal

Government announces that it

will provide a $93 million dollar

assistance package to Haiti in

201 1 . The country continues

to struggle a year after a 7.0

magnitude earthquake struck

on January 12, 2010, killing

300,000 Haitians and leaving

1 .4 million homeless.

After a nearly fatal gunshot

wound, Representative

Gabrielie Giffords continues

her difficult recovery.

The Canadian Press/Jeff McIntosh

Harvard educated Naheed

Nenshi is elected as Calgary’s

new Mayor on Tuesday,

October 1 9, 201 0. Nenshi, 38,

is believed to be the first

Muslim mayor of a major

Canadian city.

o
The federal government takes

steps to prevent bullying in

schools and communities. To

make information accessible, a

steering committee develops

Bullyinglnfo.org.

The Canadian Press/Steve Rennie

m.

rnmiM

Canadian Casualties

s 2002, 154 Canadian

soldiers have lost their lives in

military activities in Afghanistan.

The combat mission is set to

end in 201 1 with a new focus in

a non-combat role delivering

humanitarian assistance to the

Afghan people.

The Canadian Press/Sean Kilpatrick

New Memorial Honours
The Canadian Press/Chris Young

Families comfort each other

at the site of the Afghanistan

Memorial Monument following

its unveiling ceremony on

Canadian Forces Base
Petawawa in Ontario.

O The Oil Spill

Canada Hosts G8/G20 Summit

Leaders gathered for the G8 Summit in Huntsville, ON on June

25th then joined other world leaders for the G20 summit in

Toronto. More than 400 people were arrested as violence erupted

as protesters marched through downtown. The cost of hosting

the G8 and G20 summits reached $1.1 billion.

j NICHOLAS KAMM/AFP/Getty Images

WikiLeaks/Diplomats

The U.S. government is

compromised when Julian

Assange’s WikiLeaks website

publishes sensitive diplomatic

cables discussing Pakistan,

North Korea, Iran and China.

The BP ‘Deepwater

Horizon’ explosion

releases more than 700

million litres of crude in

the Gulf of Mexico.

Not long after North Korean

leader Kim Jong II fires

at the South Korean

island of Yeonpyeong,

he names his youngest

son as his successor.

AP Photo/Gene J. Puskar

AP Photo/US Coast Guard, File

Sidney Crosby Named Maclean's

Newsmaker of the Year

Maclean’s names Sidney Crosby

Newsmaker of the Year. The gold medal

final against the United States at the 2010

Winter Olympics became the most-

watched television broadcast in Canadian

history with an average of 16.6 million

Canadians tuning in. The 23 year old from

Cole Harbour, N.S., is the captain of the

Pittsburgh Penguins.



The world celebrates as

33 miners from Chile's San

Jose Copper-Gold mine are

safely rescued after spending

two months trapped 700

meters underground.

© PA Photos Limited

Bedbugs were

almost wiped out

after the Second
World War, but are

creeping back into

Canadian homes,
hotels and public

venues at a rapid

rate.

Queen Elizabeth and Prince

Philip arrive in Canada for

their 22nd official royal visit

on June 28, 2010. The Queen
and Prince Philip visited five

Canadian cities over nine

days. The tour included visits

to Halifax, Winnipeg, Ottawa,

Toronto and Waterloo. The

Queen made her first trip to

Canada in 1 951 when she

was still a princess.

Spencer Platt/Getty Images

Colonel Russell

Williams, former

commander of

Canadian Forces Base
Trenton, ON, pleaded

guilty to 88 charges

-

including two counts

of first-degree murder

for the deaths of

Jessica Lloyd, 27

and CpI. Marie-

France Comeau, 38.

Williams faces an

automatic sentence of

life in prison with no

possibility of parole for

at least 25 years.

After emerging from

bankruptcy, General Motors

is profitable again. The
company raised $20.1 billion

in the largest global initial

public offering (IPO) in North

American history.

Sean Gallup/Getty Images

Vision

Reconciliation Commission

Ceremony
The first Truth and

Reconciliation Commission
ceremony was held in

Winnipeg at The Forks

national historical site from

June 16-19, 2010 where

former students, their families

and dignitaries including

former Governor General

Michaelle Jean participated

in healing ceremonies.

Approximately 150,000 First

Nations, Metis, and Inuit

children were placed in over

130 residential schools across

Canada from the 1 870s until

the last school closed in 1996.

Canada’s New

Governor General

David Johnston, a highly

regarded academic
from Ontario is sworn
in as Canada’s 28th

Governor General on

Friday, October 1, 2010.

Johnston succeeds

former Governor

After protests in favour of

democracy peaked in the

streets of Cairo, Egyptian

President Hosni Mubarek
steps down.

Samir Hussein/Wirelmage

Britain’s Prince William and

Kate Middleton announce their

engagement in November 2010.

They plan to marry in 201 1

.

Airports across North America implement full body
scanners to screen airline passengers for possible

weapons and explosives.
General Michaelle Jean

Joern Pol lex/Getty

The Canadian Press/Chris Young



The Canadian Press

Lululemon Athletica issued a

Canada-wide recall for some of

its popular reusable shopping

bags over concerns they may
contain lead. Lululemon

reported the bags are

considered safe to use, but may
potentially be of concern in

regards to proper disposal after

use. Customers were urged to

return flawed bags to Lululemon

stores to enable the retailer to

properly dispose of them.

John M. Heller/Getty Images

DRINK ERSSH WATER AND AS MUCH WATER AS

[you can water RUSHES UNWANTED TOXINS.

,

’

.'ROM YOUR 800Y AND KEEPS YOUR BRAIN SHARP

Life is full of setbacks.

NASA’s Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing

Satellite finds water in a polar crater on the moon.

There is far more water than scientists expected.

BREATHE DEEPLY Researchers using fruit

flies to study human

obesity have found that

obese flies have many

of the same problems as

obese people, including

high cholesterol and

difficulty regulating insulin.

TOMS Shoes, which donates

one pair to a child in need for

every pair sold, becomes a

philanthropic fashion

phenomenon.

3 Electric Cor

Nissan introduces

the Leaf, an electric

car. According to the

official EPA sticker,

the car achieves

the equivalent of 43

kilometers per liter.

A Nielsen survey reports that thirty-one

percent of pre-teens ranked the Apple

iPad as the most-wished-for holiday gift

in 2010.

A new element, discovered in

1 996, finally receives its official

name: Copernicum. It is named
in honour of Copernicus, the

Renaissance mathematician

and astronomer.

GABRIEL BOUYSXAFP/Getty Images

Mark Wilson/Getty Images

On April 14th, 2010 a volcano erupted in southern Iceland

shooting ash and molten lava into the air forcing the

evacuation of hundreds of people. The volcanic ash shut

down airports across central and northern Europe. The

International Air Transport Association said the volcano

disruption cost the industry at least $200 million a day.

NASA-funded astrobiology

researchers discover a new life

form, a bacterium that can use

the toxic chemical arsenic as

fuel for growing and rebuilding

itself.
AP Photo/Brynjar Gauti

The pursuit of happiness is the source of all unhappiness .

,
AMO THE* ASA SnUfKIC QUESTIOtS

LISTEN. LISTEN. LISTEN, i

YOUR OUTLOOK OHUfCSA

DIRECT REFLECTS Of HOW

MUCH YOU Utt TOURSElf.

AP Photo/Indiana University, Kevin Cook

! Stress'
! is related

to 99%
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AP Photo NASA/JPL-Caltech/University of Maryland Daniel Acker/Bloomberg via Getty Images

NASA’s EPOXI
Mission shows
amazing images of

comet Hartley 2,

23 million miles

away from Earth, in

November 2010.

Wind turbines become more
prevalent. The emergence

of “wind farms” signals the

beginning of what could be a

wind energy boom.

AP Photo/Zina Deretsky,

National Science Foundation

The NBA and WNBA promote Vaccines for

Teens, an awareness campaign designed to

educate teens and parents about the importance

of vaccinations.

Allen and Violet targe, an elderly couple from Lower Truro,

Nova Scotia gave away an estimated 98% of their $11.2

million lottery win. The couple, who have been married for 36

years, shared their winnings with family, but the lion’s share

was hand-delivered to charities and other organizations.

An 8.8 magnitude earthquake

in Chile shifts our planet's

axis by about three inches

and shortens the Earth day

by 1 .26 millionths of a second.

The Canadian Press/Jonathan Hayward

The Canadian Press/Halifax Chronicle Herald - Michael Gorman

NBAE via Getty Images

Toby Canham/Getty Images for Extra

Northern Manitoba's polar

bear population is rapidly

declining according to

researchers from the

University of Alberta. The
Western Hudson Bay
subpopulation, estimated

at 935 animals in 2004, is

expected to decline over the

next 25 years to the point

where there may not be

enough bears to sustain a

breeding population. Due to

climate change, the Hudson
Bay will soon reach a tipping

point where 20 to 30 per cent

of Manitoba’s polar bears will

begin dying off each year.

Manitoba declared polar

bears a threatened species

in 2008.

AP Photo/Kyoto University via Kyodo News

Canada's employment kicked

off 201 1 by churning out about

4.5 times more new jobs than

expected, the most since April

2010. While countries around

the world struggle to maintain,

Canadian employers continue

to experience steady job growth

across multiple industries with

customer service as the top

growth area.

No more searching your car for quarters! Cities from coast

to coast are installing solar-powered, WIFI-enabled parking

meters that can accept credit cards.

The black kokanee, a species

of freshwater salmon thought

to be extinct for 70 years,

is found living in a lake near

Japan’s Mount Fuji.

Actress and singer Selena Gomez, age 18, serves as the

spokesperson for UNICEF’s trick-or-treat campaign. She
is the organization’s youngest goodwill ambassador

AP Photo/The Canadian Press, Jonathan Hayward



Spain Claims the

World Cu

Spain defeats The Netherlands

to win the 2010 FIFA World Cup
Championship trophy in South

Africa. Canadian connections:

Hector Vergara, a 43-year-old

assistant referee from Winnipeg

was Canada’s sole on-field

representative at the World

Cup. Also, Pickseed Canada
provided two varieties of

grass used in seeding 13 giant

stadiums across South Africa.

Tony Hawk welcomes Olympic gold medalist snowboarder

Shaun White to his second annual Stand Up for Skateparks

benefit in Las Vegas, Nevada.

The Canadian press/Shaney Komulainen

Quarterback Aaron Rodgers leads the Green Bay

Packers to a 31 -25 Super Bowl victory over the

Pittsburgh Steelers.

AlouettesWin

98th Grey Cup
The Montreal Alouettes

beat the Saskatchewan

Roughriders 21-18 at

Commonwealth Stadium in

Edmonton to win the 98th

Grey Cup. The Alouettes

are the first team to win

back-to-back titles since

the Toronto Argonauts in

1996 and 1997.
CFL Photo/ Walter Tychnowicz

Team Alberta

wins 2010 Tim

Hortons Brier

The Canadian Press/Jacques Boissinot

Former Laker great Magic

Johnson and Kobe Bryant

celebrate the LA Lakers’ NBA
Finals Game 7 win against the

Boston Celtics.

Alberta’s Kevin Koe,

Blake MacDonald,

Carter Rycroft and

Nolan Thiessen won
their first Tim Hortons

Brier, 6-5 in an extra

end, against the

previously undefeated

Glenn Howard team of

Ontario.

The San Francisco Giants capture the Commissioner's

Trophy by defeating the Texas Rangers 3 to 1 in Game 5

of the World Series.

Legendary NHL coach Pat

Burns passed away on

November 1 9, 201 0 at the age

of 58 in Sherbrooke, QC after a

long battle with cancer.

AP Photo/Mark J. Terrill

Dual moguls silver medalist

Mikael Kingsbury, gold medalist

Alexandre Bilodeau, silver

medalist Chloe Dufour-Lapointe

and gold medalist Jennifer Heil

at the freestyle skiing world

championships on Feb. 5, 201

1

in Park City, Utah.

Peter Read Miller/Sports Illustrated/Getty Im

Laval Rouge et Or win the CIS

Vanier Cup with a 29-2 victory

over the Calgary Dinos to claim

their sixth Vanier Cup in the last

12 years.



Sad Day for Team Canada
Team Canada loses 5-3 to Team Russia in the Gold medal

game at the World Junior Hockey Championships in Buffalo,

New York on January 5th, 201 1

.

Jonathan Byrd's Hole-in-one

Roger Federer

catches up to Pete

Sampras’ record

of 64 singles

tournament wins 2

by winning the g

Stockholm Open »

in Sweden’s Royal i

Tennis Hall. ^

Jimmie Johnson drives his #48 Lowe’s s

Chevrolet to his fifth straight NASCAR Sprint

Cup championship at Homestead-Miami Speedway.

Chris Trotman/Getty Images for NASCAR

Golfer Jonathan Byrd wins

his fourth PGA Tour victory

with a hole-in-one on the

fourth playoff hole in the

Justin Timberlake Shriners

Hospitals for Children Open.

LeBron James announces
via live ESPN special that

he is leaving the Cleveland

Cavaliers to join the Miami

Heat. Fans and commentators

condemn the move. Steve Dykes/Getty Images

The Chicago Blackhawks win

their first Stanley Cup since

1961. In Game 6, they defeat

the Philadelphia Flyers 4 to 3
in overtime.

The Canadian Press/Winnipeg Free Press

- Boris Minkevich

The Associated Press

names Lindsey Vonn,

the Olympic gold

medalist skier, as its

2010 Female Athlete of

the Year.

i ne nocKey man or r-ame

opened its doors to women
for the first time by inducting

Canadian Angela James and

American Cammi Granato.

The women were recognized

alongside former NHLer Dino

Ciccarelii and builder Jim

Devellano. The late Daryl (Doc)

Seaman, one of the founders

of the Calgary Flames, was
also admitted.

Michelle Wie of the United

States, won the CN LPGA
Canadian Women’s Open
201 0 at Winnipeg’s St. Charles

Country Club. Wie won with a

score of -1 2.

ts Illustrated

presents its 2010

Sportsman of the

Year award to New
Orleans Saints

quarterback, and

Super Bowl MVP,

Drew Brees.



Astrid Stawiarz/Getty Images

Michael

rigittdi Engl/Redferns

Mv Chemical Romance
“Na Na Na,” by My Chemical

Romance, is a popular punk

anthem. It's included in the

Rocktober track pack for

Guitar Hero: Warriors of Rock

A star-studded, remixed

version of K’naan’s universal

track Wavin’ Flag raised more

than $1 million for victims of

the Haitian earthquake. Drake,

Justin Bieber, Kardinal Offishall,

Nelly Furtado and Nikki

Yanofsky were among the 57

Canadian artists who joined

K’naan on the charity single.

ackie Evancho, the 1 0-year-

old soprano who came to

fame on America's Got Talent,

releases a bestselling holiday

CD/DVD titled 0 Holy Night.

Brad Paisley takes home the Country Music - Favourite Male

Artist award from the American Music Awards and the CMA
Entertainer of the Year Award.

Katherine Bomboy/ABC via Gett#lmac£s

Arcade Fire's

Grammy Win

Indie rock band,

Arcade Fire, from

Montreal, QC wins

Album of The Year at

the 201 1 Grammy’s

beating out Eminem

and Lady Antebellum,

both of whom won

awards earlier in the

evening.

Bobby Ray Simmons, also known as B.o.B., sees

his second single, “Airplanes,” soar to the top of

the charts in the U.S. and the U.K.

Monty Brinton/CBS via Getty Images

Mike Coppola/FilmMagic

Miranda Lambert receives a record-breaking nine CMA
nominations. She wins three trophies, including Album of

the Year for Revolution and Female Vocalist of the Year.

Country supergroup Lady

Antebellum took home five

Grammy awards, including

Song of the Year and Record

of the Year.

The Canadian Press/Robert Wagenhoffer

O Taylor Swift

Travie McCoy

Travie McCoy, of

Gym Class Heroes,

releases his first

solo album. The lead

single, “Billionaire,"

goes double platinum

and tops the U.S.

and U.K. charts.

Katy Perry’s headline-

grabbing wedding to Russell

Brand and her controversial

Sesame Street appearance

overshadow the release of her

new album, Teenage Dream.

Taylor Swift’s Speak

Now is the first

release by a female

artist since Britney

Spears to sell more

than 1 million copies I

in its first week.

I]



Steve Granitz/Wirelmage Katherine Bomboy/ABC via Getty Images

Usher

Usher performs at the

American Music Awards

show and takes home

the awards for Male Soul/

R&B artist and Favourite

Soul/R&B album.

A surprise comeback

gave Train the Grammy

for Pop Performance

by a Duo or Group for

“Hey Soul Sister.”

Drake

24-year-old Canadian

Jason Merritt/Getty Images

Justin Bieber is

named Artist of the

Year at the American

Music Awards. At

age 16, he is the

youngest recipient

of this top honour.

Sugarland wins the CMA Vocal Duo of the Year Award and

releases “Stuck Like Glue,” the first single from their album,

The Incredible Machine.

Lady Gaga took home two Grammy awards for Female Pop

Vocal Performance and Pop Vocal Album.

rapper, Aubrey Drake

Graham played Jimmy

Brooks on Degrassi:

The Next Generation for

eight years before

turning to music. Drake

released 'Room for

Improvement’, online

in 2006, attracting the

| notice of American

F rapper Lil Wayne. Drake

has since collaborated

with Jay-Z, Kanye West,

Eminem, Mary J. Blige

and Timbaland.
Brad Barket/PictureGroi^r

John Medina/WIrelmage

Mike Coppola/Getty Images

Eminem didn’t crack a

smile when he expressed

his gratitude for winning

the Grammy for Rap Solo

Performance.

Ke$ha

Ke$ha wins the Best New Act

award at the MTV Europe Music

Awards and ends the year with

three songs on Billboard’s Hot

100 .

Enrique Iglesias

Everybody likes “I Like It," the

first release from Euphoria,

Enrique Iglesias’s bilingual

album. The song tops the

charts in the U.S., Canada

and Australia.

Bryan Bedder/Getty Images

mm
Carrie Underwood wows the

American Music Awards. Her

third studio album, Play On,

garners the Country Music -

Favourite Album award.

Frank Micelotta/Getty Images

The Black Eyed Peas release

a new album, The Beginning,

and book an appearance at

the halftime show of Super

Bowl XLV.



Suzanne Collins publishes Mocking/ay, the third

and final book in her popular science fiction series,

The Hunger Games trilogy.

Rock Band 3

Featuring a new
keyboard and 83 songs,

Rock Band 3 is released

worldwide. Its Pro mode
mimics the experience of

playing real instruments.

In The Lost Hero, the sequel

to his Percy Jackson & the

Olympians series, author

Rick Riordan introduces

three new characters:

Jason, Piper and Leo.

Younger kids get their very own dance video game. Just

Dance Kids challenges Wii players to master more than

40 dances led by real kids.

Ralph Orlowski/Bloomberg via Getty Images

Xbox Kinect

You don’t need a controller to play the newest

technology games. The Xbox Kinect features a

sensor that can read motion, faces and voices.

This is definitely not your

father’s boom box. The

latest MP3 technology

combined with 1980s styling

make this machine a must

for modern parties.

Mamin laiaie/uioomberg via Getty Images

A new, motion-sensing controller debuts for the PlaySta-

tion 3 console. The Move is a Bluetooth wireless wand.
Players can use up to four at once.

A new generation adopts the

retro bean bag chair. This

updated classic is ideal for

watching television, playing

games, reading and keeping

up with social media.

Black Ops, the seventh

installment in the Call of Duty

game series, sells a record-

breaking 7 million copies in

the first 24 hours of its release.

Google CEO Eric Schmidt

gives a talk about how
Google TV will unite web
surfing with channel surfing

Google

S3

Boom Box



Mike Stobe/Getty Images for New York Red Bull

become popular

stars in Cake Boss

The cast of Jersey Shore appears on Barbara

Walters Presents: The 10 Most Fascinating

People of 2010.

Kevin Winter/Getty Images

ericonldol

American Idol announces

that Jennifer Lopez and

Aerosmith's Steven Tyler

will join Randy Jackson to

judge a new crop of aspiring

singers for Season 10.

Bob D’Amico/ABC via Getty Images

NOUrdiniWamm
No Ordinary Family is a hit

ABC drama. After the Powell

family survives a South

American plane crash, they

develop new superpowers —
and new enemies.

Duffy-Marie Arnoult/Wirelmage The Associated Press names

Betty White, age 88, as its

Entertainer of the Year. She

poses for a calendar to raise

money for animal charities.

Neil Jacobs/CBS via Getty Images

Andrew H. Walker/Getty Images

Minute to Win It, starring Guy Fieri, returns to NBC for a

second season of fast-paced challenges and cash awards of

up to $1 million.
Richard Harbaugh/ABC Family via Getty Images

Donna Svennevik/ABC via Getty Images Toby Canham/Getty Images

Team Coco rejoices

as Conan O’Brien

returns to late night

television. Conan

uses Twitter and

YouTube to

announce the

premiere of Conan

on TBS.

A call center for an American

company is recently

outsourced to India in the

NBC comedy hit Outsourced.

Gleeks are being

heard! The popularity

of Glee prompts a

resurgence of glee

clubs in middle

schools, high schools

and colleges across

the country.

Aria, Hanna, Emily and Spencer are back for another

season of mystery, intrigue and secrets on the ABC
suspense drama, Pretty Little Liars.

An iconic, 1960s crime drama

returns with a cool, new cast.

Hawaii Five-O chronicles the

adventures of an elite police

unit in paradise.
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A case of

mistaken identity

spirals out of

control when a

suburban couple

steals someone

else’s restaurant

reservation in the

action comedy
Date Night.

©Buena Vista Pictures/cc

How Do You Know

Reese Witherspoon

tries to decide

between Paul Rudd

and Owen Wilson in

How Do You Know,

a romantic comedy

about a love triangle.

five Grit

Kimberly French/©Warner Bros./Courtesy Everett Collection

John Lamparski/Getty Images

Amanda Seyfried stars as the title character in Red Riding

Hood, a romantic horror tale about a medieval village

terrorized by a werewolf.

True Grit, a mythic Western

adventure story, earns 1

0

Academy Award nominations

including Best Picture.

Peter Mountain/©Columbla Pictures/

courtesy Everett Collection

Angelina Jolie is a woman
of mystery and Johnny
Depp is an ordinary tourist.

Or is he? The plot thickens

in The Tourist.

3 Leonardo

DiCaprio

Leonardo DiCaprio

is the world’s top-

grossing movie star.

His 2010 releases

earn a combined

$1.1 billion at the

box office.

Loyal fans line up for midnight screenings of Harry Potter

and the Deathly Hallows - Part 1. The movie makes $330

million during its first weekend.

In The Social Network,

Jesse Eisenberg stars as

Facebook creator Mark
Zuckerberg, the brilliant and
abrasive Harvard misfit who
revolutionized social media.

bhta LeBeout stars as a

young trader who tangles

with Gordon Gekko. a

disgraced financier played

by Michael Douglas, in Wall

Street: Money Never Sleeps.

Ip

Secretariat, an acclaimed

feature film, depicts the true

story of a legendary racehorse,

the 1 973 winner of the Triple

Crown of thoroughbred racing.

Wilson Webb/©Paramount Pictures/

Courtesy Everett Collection
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Iron Man 2

LifeAs WeKnow It

Justin Bieber

Teen superstar Justin

Bieber hits the big

screen with the

biopic concert film

Never Say Never.

Based on the true

story of King

George VI, The

King's Speech

earns 12 Academy

Award nominations.

The sequel to a science-fiction thriller from 1 982, Tron: Legacy

follows the adventure of a young man who investigates his

father’s mysterious disappearance.

An orphaned baby goddaughter

inspires Katherine Heigl and

Josh Duhamel to set their

differences aside in Life As We
Know It, a romantic comedy.

Paramount Pictures/courtesy Everett Collection

Mysterious “burglaries” in a family home turn out to be

something far more sinister in Paranormal Activity 2, the

prequel to a popular horror film.

Douglas Curran/©Walt Disney Pictures/Courtesy Everett Collection

©Paramount Pictures/courtesy Everett Collection

When a cartoon super-villain

defeats his nemesis, he loses

his will to be evil. Will Ferrell

lends his voice to the reluctant

hero of Megamind.

Saeed Adyani/©Overture Films/Courtesy

Everett Collection

After a mysterious toxin

enters the water supply of an

Iowa town, many residents

go insane in The Crazies
,

a sci-fi horror flick.

Robert Downey, Jr. returns

as the inventor-superhero

Tony Stark in Iron Man 2,

a long-awaited sequel

featuring storylines adapted

from Marvel Comics.

©Warner Bros./Courtesy Everett Collection

C Unstoppable

A runaway train is

on a collision course

with disaster, unless

Denzel Washington

and Chris Pine can

save the day in the

suspenseful thriller,

Unstoppable.

Phil Bray/TM &©Fox-Walden. All rights

reserved/courtesy Everett Collection

TheChronicles of Narnia:

Voyage of the Dawn Treader

is a 3D feature film adaptation

of the third book in the C.S.

Lewis fantasy series.



Gilbert Carrasquillo/Getty Images

The boy-style plaid flannel

shirt is a popular look for

both guys and girls. Just

add a pair of perfectly

worn jeans.

Tim Umphrey/Getty Images

From popped collars to

Top Siders, prep style

endures. True Prep shows
a new generation how it’s

done and what it means.

Dr. Dre's Monster Beats are state-of-the-art

headphones that make a strong, street-smart

fashion statement. They look cool. And they

sound even cooler.

Energy drinks are the

beverage of choice

among sleep-deprived

students, despite

concerns that they

contain unhealthy levels

of sugar and caffeine.

Beauty mavens

agree: mineral makeup

rocks. These sheer,

lightweight, powdery

formulas are the

smart alternative to

gooey, pore-clogging

foundations.

GIRLFRIEND

COLLECTION

Shiny, sparkly sequins become
a major fashion trend when
Zoe Kravitz and runway models

are spotted wearing them on

hats, dresses and tops.
Get the look with a classic polo,

distressed skinny jeans and leather

belt with your favourite treads.

Now it’s a stuffed

animal. And now
it’s a pillow. Puffy,

popular PillowPets’”

may be the snuggliest,

softest trend of

the year.

Self-expression is always

in fashion and the right hat

makes it easy to add panache

(and hide a bad hair day). All

you need is a cute fedora or a

jaunty newsboy cap.

Parents and foot doctors hate

them but the flip-flop fad is a

year-round phenomenon for

guys and girls alike (except

during snowstorms).

whitestrips.

There’s nothing olive drab

about this trend. Military

jackets are snappy, sleek

and chic — a far cry from the

oversized Army surplus look

of yesteryear.

Dentists report that more and more teens are

asking about teeth bleaching procedures,

especially for photo-op occasions like

graduation and other social events.



Vera Brodtey Bogs Colourful, quilted Vera Bradley bags are the
'

epitome of sorority sister style. Devotees mix and

match Vera messenger bags, clutches, totes and

wallets.

Go for an edgy, urban look

in these American Rag Twill

Skinny Cargos -perfectly

paired with a belted Cowl

neck sweater!

Long, flowing scarves

become a year-round trend.

This must-have accessory is

the easiest way to add colour

and interest to casual outfits.

The rugged, battle-tested G-Shock

watch is the preferred timepiece of

snowboarders, skateboarders, surfers

and other extreme sports fans

Mark Gail/The Washington Post via Getty Images

It's a toy. It’s a slipper. It s a fun

fashion trend. Sock monkey

slippers are popular in college

dorms and at slumber parties.

(, Silly Bondz

VdStyit
The bandz are

banned! Some
schools decide that

Silly Bandz — the

popular silicone

rubber bracelets —
are too distracting

for the classroom.

Hippie style is

hip once more.

Tie-dyed effects

on shirts and

dresses appear on

runways, beaches

and boardwalks.

Real Style Network™
Canada’s Digital Fashion Magazine brings

you the latest fashion trends, celebrity style

and beauty news. Consumers can shop for

their favourite looks right from the pages of

the magazine and watch behind the scenes

videos and more at realstylenetwork.com.

Bill Hogan/Chicago Tribune/MCT via Images

The mountaineer look comes to the metropolis,

as high-performance outdoor apparel makes a

comfortable, cold-weather fashion statement.

Everybody needs an afternoon snack but nobody has

time for milk and cookies. The newest granola bars

deliver easy energy between lunch and practice.

,ong, statement necklaces

are trend-right. Gossip girls

look luxe with Tiffany-style

trinkets. Layered, chunky,

vintage baubles create an

alt-rock, art school vibe.

Boots go to great lengths.

Over-the-knee styles are

seen everywhere from

runways to red carpets.

Trendsetters wear them

with short skirts or

slim leggings.



via Getty Images

Top 10 Web Searches

Disgruntled passengers fight over space in the overhead bins

as most airlines institute baggage fees ranging from $15 to

$25 per bag per flight.

facebook
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Andrew Harrer/Bloomberg via Getty Images

3D leaps from the movie studios into the palm of your hand.

Panasonic launches the first consumer video camera that can

record tridimensional images.

Justin Sulliv»Getty Images,,

Smartphones become faster, cheaper and more

addictive than ever for everyone who loves to text

surf and maybe even talk once in a while.

High-speed broadband

devices are on the verge of

multi-channel high-definition

TV broadcasting thanks

to emerging WiMAX 4G
technology that improves

image and data capabilities.

Consumers are

snapping up

great deals on

flat screen TVs

as prices continue

to drop and

supply begins to

outpace demand.

Calvo via AP Images
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Old media acknowledges

the power of new media

when TIME names

Facebook founder Mark

Zuckerberg as its Person

of the Year for 2010.

You can buy anything from puppies to Pontiacs on

Facebook’s Marketplace app, which rivals Craigslist

as the classified section of the social media generation.

The BP oil spill was the top

topic of 2010, according to

Yahoo! Here are the year’s

top 10 search terms:

1. BP Oil Spill

2. World Cup
3. Miley Cyrus

4. Kim Kardashian

5. Lady Gaga

6. iPhone

7. Megan Fox

8. Justin Bieber

9. American Idol

1 0. Britney Spears

erick M. Brown/Getty images David Paul Morns/Bloomberg

Oftedbox

Redbox kiosks serve

as conveniently

located vending

machines for DVDs
and video games.

Just pick a flick

and swipe your

credit card.

PRNewsFoto/VIZIO. Inc

Bruce Bennett/Getty Images

Flat Screens

Oprah Winfrey takes on

dangerous distracted driving

with her No Phone Zone

campaign, where celebrities

and civilians pledge not to

phone or text while driving.

© Hanna Barbera/Courtesy: Everett Collection

Flintstones Turn 50

The Flintstones celebrate a

milestone as the modern Stone

Age family turns 50 on

September 30, 201 0. A
special Google Doodle marks

the occasion.
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